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Bakgrund och syfte
Vraket efter Mars påträffades sommaren 2011 av företaget Ocean Discovery. Under oktober
samma år genomfördes en första besiktning och dokumentation av vrakplatsen med ROV (Lst
tillstånd 434-5799-11P). Arbetet bekräftade att det verkligen rörde sig om Erik XIV:s
omtalade flaggskepp förlist år 1564 öster om Öland. Undersökningen resulterade bland annat
i en planskiss över de bevarade delarna av skrovet vilken tjänade som underlag för
beskrivning och inledande skeppsarkeologisk analys (se Rönnby et al 2012, fältrapport I
2011).
Under tre veckor i juli 2012 utfördes en andra fältinsats på vraket (Lst tillstånd dnr 431-461912). Det skeppsarkeologiska dokumentations- och rekonstruktionsarbetet av skrovet fortsatte
under denna etapp. Detta skedde genom videokartering med ROV som sedan kompletteras
med data från multibeam och sonar. Marinarkeologisk information erhölls också genom
studier av det mycket omfattande video- och fotomaterial som samlats in i samband med
filmprojektet. Tre silvermynt bärgades vidare från vraket under denna etapp (Rönnby et al
2013, fältrapport II 2012). Sommaren 2013 genomfördes en tredje fältinsats på vraket (Lst
tillstånd 431-3907-13). Målsättningen med denna etapp var förutom fortsätta
dokumentationen av vrakplatsen med ROV och multibeam att även bärga ett urval
skeppsdelar för skrovrekonstruktion samt två kanoner (se Eriksson 2015, fältrapport etapp III
2013).
Sommaren 2014 genomfördes en fjärde arbetsetapp på vraket (Lst tillstånd 413-4225-14).
Föreliggande preliminära rapport avser detta arbete och har sammanställts av professor Johan
Rönnby, MARIS, Södertörn högskola. Denna preliminära otryckta rapport kommer
kompletteras när analyser och bearbetning av datan är färdig och göras till en sammanfattande
större rapport på engelska.
Utforskningarna av Mars är ett samarbete mellan Marinarkeologiska forskningsinstitutet
(MARIS) vid Södertörns högskola och forskare från Försvarshögskolan, Southampton
University, Västerviks museum samt företagen Ocean Discovery, Deep Sea Production och
Marin Mätteknik AB.
Det vetenskapliga arbetet i anslutning till Mars sker som en del av ett mångvetenskapligt
forskningsprojekt om maritima slagfält på Södertörn högskola med stöd av Östersjöstiftelsen
(se www.sh.se/maris/research). Det förstnämnda momentet, dokumentationen av skrovet,
syftar till att göra en rekonstruktion av örlogsskeppet och ”stridsmaskinen” Mars, men är
också en del av förståelsen av slagfältsmiljön och händelseförloppet vid förlisningen.
Tolkningen av Mars ”site formation process” är en kombination av att förstå skeppets
ursprungliga utseende, bataljens olika skeenden och den marina miljöns betydelse för såväl
sönderfall som bevarandet.
Parallellt med det arkeologisk dokumentationen filmar och stillbildsfotograferar de
medverkande företagen för en internationell tv-produktion samt för populärvetenskaplig
publicering i böcker och tidningar. I samarbete med Västervik Museum så bedrivs också i
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anslutning till filmningen och den marinarkeologiska undersökningen ett omfattande arbete
med att presentera och visualisera resultaten.
Undersökningen 2014
Under fältarbetet 2004 fortsatte arbetet med en skeppsarkeologiska dokumentations- och
rekonstruktionsarbete av skrovet som bedrivits under tidigare etapper. Detta arbete skedde i
huvudsak genom en fortsatt systematisk videokartering med ROV. Genomgång av det från
sommaren mycket stora filmmaterialet pågår förnärvarande, men en preliminär analys
redovisas ned. Vidare utfördes scanning med på botten placerad sk Blueview (flyttbar 360
graders scannande multibeam). Hela vrakområdet är nu scannat och en bearbetning av 3D
informationen pågår.
Med hjälp av side scan sonar och ROV karterades och besiktigades under 2014 en mycket
stor mängd föremål och objekt utanför den centrala vrakplatsen. Områden för sökning och en
lista på utvald objekt redovisas nedan. Vår målsättning är under nästkommande etapp
återvända och dokumentera vissa av dess närmare (bilaga 1).
Som ett metodiskt experiment i samarbete med Gotlands högskola (professor Sabine Sten) har
osteologiska analyser gjort från ett urval av fotografier. Arbetet utfördes i form av en
seminarieuppsats av Matilda Fredriksson (se bilaga 2). Resultatet överträffande
förväntningarna och vi planerar utveckla detta vidare.
Ocean Discovery och Deep Sea Production slutförde under denna etapp filmningen för en
första internationell tv-dokumentär om vraket (sänds hösten 2015). Med stöd av bland annat
National Geografic har Ocean Discovery vidare även 3D fotograferat babords skrovsida och
delar av vrakets inre (se framsida och för beskrivning av metoden, se bilaga 3). Cirka 50 %
återstår att 3D-fotodokumentera av platsen.
Logistik och praktiskt arbete samordnades och koordinerades under 2014 av Ocean
Discovery, som också ansvarade för att upprätta en arbetsmiljöplan. Tryckkammare fanns på
plats i Böda och vi samövade för dykolycka med sjöräddningen i Visby. Fältarbetet 2014
involverade tre större arbetsbåtar, bland annat MMT:s skepp Franklin. Ett drygt trettiotal
deltagare var verksamma under arbetsperioden och förutom svenska marinarkeologer och
dykare deltog kollegor från England, USA, Polen, Norge och Danmark.
De bärgade skeppsdelarna och fynden från 2013 undersökningar förvaras vid Västerviks
museum i ett vattenkar i anslutning till en utställning om vraket. Fynden har dokumenterats
genom uppritning och 3D-foto. Fynden har också genomgått rengöring och besiktning av
konservator (Jahrehorn 2013). Efter överenskommelse med Länsstyrelsen och Kalmar läns
museum och samråd med konservator Max Jahrehorn har en bedömning gjorts att beslut om
eventuell återdeponering alternativt konservering tas senare. Västervik Museum har tagit in
offerter på konserveringskostnaderna
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Preliminär skeppsarkeologisk analys, Niklas Eriksson, MARIS
According to witnesses from the battle in 1564, Mars foremast flew straight up in the air like
a crossbow bolt when the powder store exploded (Ekman & Unger, 1942:178). The remains
of the ship at the seabed further underscores this violent events as the forward portion of the
hull is nearly annihilated. What remains of the heavily-framed ship is broken up into three
more or less coherent parts, consisting of the lower hull, a coherent starboard side and a
coherent portside. Survey results suggest that the hull broke into these three pieces while it
was still on the surface. When the hull made contact with the seabed it listed to starboard (for
more details regarding the hull of Mars, see Eriksson, 2012a; 2012b; 2013, 2014b, see also
Adams, 2014:90-91).
From a Scandinavian horizon Mars is an early example of carvel construction (cf. Adams,
2003; 2014), and the ship reveal some constructional features which are unusual in later ships.
A peculiarity are the laths which are placed in between the seams if planking. The purpose of
these laths have been to hold the caulking in place. Archival material mentions that Mars was
‘fullattat’ (fully lathed) (Ekman 1942:96). The only known parallel to this constructional
feature is from the ship Elefanten, a Swedish naval ship built in between 1554 and 1559 and
which sank on shallow water, the same year as Mars. Elefanten was archaeologically
surveyed in the 1930s (Ibid.89-99). As with Elefanten the majority of the frames on Mars are
made out of compass timbers, which are scarf-jointed together.
Mars have three wales just above the water-line. The planking is butt jointed, whereas the
wales are scarf jointed. In the same way as on the hull of Elefanten, every third strake in Mars
bottom planking is thicker. Another feature that Mars shares with Elefanten is the round stern
where the planking ends towards a transom beam. The beam is decorated with an ornament
which reminds of cordage that runs along the outline of the timber. The transom beam is
shaped after the two gun-ports which used to house the stern-chasersplaced on the orlop-deck.
Above the transom beam is the counter and the flat transom. An illustration in a Danish
manuscript on artillery, signed Rudolf van Deventer and dated to 1585 depicts a Swedish ship
in action with a Danish. It reveals a stern which is identical to both Mars and Elefanten (Det
Kongelige Bibliotek, Köpenham/ Royal Library Copenhagen).
Mars was the largest vessel yet built for the Swedish navy. It is tempting to see both Mars and
Elefanten as a kind of prototypes for the fighting ships that were built in the following
centuries. The techniques employed were still under test and evaluation and the Swedish
shipbuilders of the 1500s were in the process of learning how to build really large ships. Laths
and other characteristic features should perhaps be regarded as a home-grown Swedish way of
building carvel ships?
Already the initial survey of the wreck, made using Remotedly operated vehicles (ROV),
gave some results regarding the general layout of the hull. When looking at the siteplan the
perhaps most conspicuous part is the still coherent portion of the ships port-side. Two rows of
gun-ports reveal that Mars had two nearly complete gun-decks running from stem to stern.
Six gun-ports of the lower gun-deck are preserved in the coherent port-side. They have the
usual square shape that we find on any fighting ship during the age of sail, but are relatively
small, 0.7-0.75 m. They are irregularly placed on the hull-side and the distance differs
between 1.85 to 3.4 m. The lower gun-deck is where Mars carried the heavy artillery. Two
stern-chasers were placed on the orlop-deck, underneath the lower gun-deck.
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The ports of the upper gun-deck are much smaller, only 0.44 to 0.55 m wide. The upper edge
of the ports are rounded, which indicate that they were not equipped with the conventional
gun-port, with hinges on their upper edge. Similar ports are visible on several late medieval
pictures. Just as with the ports on the lower gun-deck, these ports are irregularly distributed
along the hull-side. These ports are generally placed at a smaller distance, between 1.45 and
2.55 m. The irregularity means that some of the ports of the upper gun-deck are placed just
above the ports of the lower gun-deck, something that naval architects often try to avoid as it
weakens the hull-structure. The absence of ports towards the stern, is noticeably and might
have to do with the fact that there were an officer´s cabin or similar located here. But the
absence of ports may also have to do with the type of gun-carriages used aboard Mars. As
described with more detail below, the gun-carriages are two-wheeled and thus require more
deck-space than the conventional four-wheeled version.
Underneath the two gun-decks there was an orlop-deck, which served as a dry storage area.
The aftermost portion of the hold is very well-preserved and reveal undisturbed contexts with
supplies of rolls of lead used to repair leaks in the hull. The galley was located amidships,
down in the hold. The galley has disintegrated and but the scattered remnants suggests it was
located before the main-mast.
Deck-knees and beamshelf, preserved in situ along the starboard side, reveal that the sterncastle had a quarterdeck running from the main-mast to the stern. In the aftermost part of the
stern-castle, Mars also had a poop-deck.
Written sources do not mention how many masts Mars had, but they do however reveal that
the ship had five fighting tops. On a sixteenth century ship this most likely means that Mars
had four masts. The remains of the masts themselves have not been relocated but there are
several constructional features which reveal their original dimensions and locations in the
hull. For instance the main-mast partner has been found loose, which reveal that the mainmast
had a diameter of c. 1.2 m at deck level. On the starboard side the channel is preserved in its
original position. The channel ran from the mainmast and all the way to the stern, which is
revealed by a bracket preserved in its original position on the port side.
Even if a significant portion of the hull and a vast quantity of archaeological information still
survives at the seabed. To piece the wreck together into a ship is quite a challenge. The
condition that the wreck rests at a depth of 75 m. does not make things easier. Fieldwork has
been carried as a collaborative effort between MARIS (The Maritime Archaeological
Research Institute at Södertörn University), the marine survey company MMT, the company
Ocean Discovery, who found the wreck, and Deep Sea Productions who are filming a
documentary about Mars (Holmlund & Rönnby, In Press).
The fieldwork thus has both archaeological and commercial objectives. The TV team has
carried out a lot of diving, but as the wreck rests at 75 meters a bottom time of 20 minutes
will yield a decompression time of nearly two hours. The divers have made some extensive
photography and also very promising tests with photogrammetry; a technique which appear
very suitable for exhibitions purposes.
Drawing on experiences from the survey of the so called ‘Ghost Ship’ (Eriksson & Rönnby,
2012) the archaeological fieldwork has been carried out using ROVs. The methods used for
recording under water are mainly acoustic. We have used Multibeam, but also BlueView
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technique (see Holmlund, 2014:4-9, Holmlund & Rönnby, In Press) operated using ROVs
(for a discussion on the use film for ship-documentation see Eriksson, 2014a:37-52).
The great benefit with the Blueview technique is that it collects a lot of information
concerning the shape and dimensions of individual timbers and coherent structures. It thus
provides an opportunity to measure different features and carry out a lot of analyzing and
measuring after the fieldwork has ended. It is thus possible to go back to the material and
extract information as queries pops up, while analyzing or writing about the wreck.
Fieldwork has focused to collect information to enable a reconstruction of the hull. Not
necessary the construction sequence of the hull, but rather the space that the hull-sides, decklevels and so forth encapsulated. Drawing on studies of buildings and landscape, such a
reconstruction may be used as a departure point for a phenomenologically inspired analysis
(see Eriksson, 2014a). As Mars sank during a fierce battle an underlying motif has been to
reconstruct the chaotic environment during a fierce naval action in the sixteenth century.
The wreck-site largely consists of loose, highly deformed timbers of which we will never be
able to establish the original purpose, function or position of. But even if the site appears
disordered and confusing at first glimpse, there is in fact a certain logic in the pile of frames,
beams, planks, guns, loose artefacts and human remains. The deck-levels for instance, are
piled on top of each other, which means that there is a certain stratigraphy among the
constructional parts. The dimensions of the different parts reveal which deck-level they derive
from. The deck-beams of the gun-deck is thicker than the ones in the quarter-deck, but thicker
than the beams from the poop-deck. It is thus possible to establish the original location of the
loose timbers even if they are found somewhat out of context.
But also other loose timbers can be very informative and a few of such items were brought to
the surface for more detailed observation. The timbers were selected as they were considered
informative of the cross-sectional shape and construction of the hull. After recovery the items
were brought to Västerviks museum and placed in a pool in the middle of their Marsexhibition. They were thus put on display immediately after salvaging and the archaeological
recording has been carried out in front of the museum´s visitors.
Mars stern-castle is of particular interest as the ship was built, used and sunk, during a period
of transition of naval warfare, a shift from boarding tactics to artillery (cf. Glete, 2000:17-39;
Rodger 1996:301-324). Mars thus both carried heavy artillery on her lower gun-deck, but was
also equipped with a high, carrack-type stern-castle of a kind associated with medieval
boarding tactics. Much of the stern-castle is preserved. Along the starboard side the standards
that have supported the sides of the stern-castle are preserved in situ, while their counterparts
from the port-side are found loose.
One of the loose standards that originally were placed along the port-side were salvaged,
together with a top rider. The still attached deck-knee, notches for shelf-clamps, nail-holes
and so on from these constructional features provides several clues as to the height between
decks, dimensions of the individual timbers and cross-sectional hull shape. Whereas Mars
lower hull – as described above – is carvel built and heavily framed with compass timbers, the
stern-castle is of a much more lightweight construction. It was built during a second phase of
the ships construction and form almost a building on its own, standing on top of the carvel
built hull.
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The raised standard reveal some clues regarding the sequence of the stern-castles
construction. After the carvel built hull was completed up to the upper gun-deck, seven or
eight standards were erected and attached to the hull on each side. They were attached to the
hull using thick iron bolts. These standards are clearly identifiable among the other timbers as
they are not shaped after the clinker-laid planking of the stern-castles sides. The standards
formed the framework onto which the clinker-laid planking were attached using iron nails.
When the planking was completed, top-timbers, shaped after the clinker-panking were
inserted in between the standards. The procedure thus have several similarities with the
construction of a shell-first clinker hull (Hasslöf, 1988).
The situation with a lightly built sterncastle on top of a heavily carvel built hull corresponds
well with witness from the Spanish Armanda that attacked England in 1588, who observed
that “the upper work (…) was of a thickness and strength sufficient to bear off musket shot.
The lower work and the timbers thereof were out of measure strong, being framed to planks
and ribs four or five foot in thickness, insomuch that no bullets could pierce them” (quotation
in Hough, 1969:94).
The shrouds for the masts were fastened to the hull through chains which were anchored to
the hull with iron bolts. As mentioned above the channel on Mars had a shelf which ran from
the mainmast all the way to the stern. The purpose of the shelf is to give a greater spread to
the shrouds. As shown on several images of ships from the sixteenth century and earlier, the
channel were attached to the hull using through a vertically oriented timber which I simply
refer to as a bracket. On Mars this vertically oriented timbers are placed just abaft of each
lower deck gun-port. This is not a coincidence as the timber has provided additional strength
to the hull in connection to the gun-port.
One of these vertically oriented brackets for the channels were salvaged as it contributes with
e information of the curvature of the hull amidships, but also the dimension of the wales.
Together the raised ship-timbers provides a good idea of the ships cross-sectional construction
and hull-shape.
During the sixteenth century the medieval wrought iron breech-loaded guns were gradually
replaced by muzzle-loaded cast bronze guns. Mars was armed with more than onehundred
bronze guns and a few wrought iron pieces (see above). Arming an early modern warship was
almost as expensive as building the ship. A large number of bronze guns are scattered all over
the wreck-site. What is most striking is perhaps the varying size of these barrels, from the
largest weighting around 4.1 tons to the small ones weighting under 100 kilos (Sjöblom,
2012:16-18; 2013:26-34).
Two guns have been salvaged from the wreck one small and one large. Large guns could be
used for centuries. For instance the Swedish ship HMS Kronan, wrecked in 1676, were armed
with a large number of trophy cannons. Several of these were over 100 years old when she
sank (Einarsson, 1997:215). Smaller cannons however which became obsolete in the
seventeenth century, were recast into guns of more operational calibers (cf Törnqvist,
2006:167-175). The really unique guns from Mars are thus the small ones, as they would not
have survived to our time if the ship had returned to the naval base.
Find of small guns – falcones and similar – from wrecks reveal that breech loaded bronze
versions were in use in the Mediterranean and elsewhere from the late medieval period
onwards (cf. Beltrame & Ridella, 2011). The falcones observed on Mars however, are
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muzzle-loaded. It was one of these that were salvaged during fieldwork. The c. 1.55 m. long
barrel has a caliber of c. 30 millimeter and is equipped with the Swedish king Erik XIVs coatof-arms on the breech. The barrel is unusual in the sense that it lacks trunnions for it to rest in
either a carriage or a swivel of the conventional type. The only feature that reveal something
regarding its attachment, is a small bracket on the lower side, which indicates that it originally
rested in a stock.
The grape has a square hole in its end which is surrounded by crustations and rust. It thus has
contained a steel tiller used for aiming the gun. A small bracket, placed just aside of the
touchhole most likely derives from a firing mechanism. Written sources describes the use of
tellehakar, which were small cannons that could be aimed, which sometimes were equipped
with a matchlock mechanism (Alm, 1934:127; Lenk, 1943:152).
The larger gun, which measures c. 3.6 m in length were also salvaged. It was found, broken in
two and were brought to the surface mainly for exhibition purpose. The large barrels from
Mars are generally very similar to the bronze cannons in use during the centuries to come.
The gun-carriages however are of a different, more archaic design, and not of the kind we
usually associate with sea-ordnance. It was quite a surprise to observe that all gun-carriages
aboard Mars appear to be of a two-wheeled type, which are commonly associated with field
artillery. Aboard Mary Rose, for instance, which sank 19 years before Mars, the bronze guns
are placed in four wheeled carriages, whereas the two-wheeled carry the elderly wrought iron
guns (cf. Fontana & Hildred, 2011).
One gun-carriage, with one of its original wheels has been salvaged from Mars. The guncarriage is just above 2.5 m long and consists of two parallel oriented planks. Traces of the
ironwork is visible as stains on the surface of the wood, which is charred due to the fire while
the ship sank. Judging from its location on the wreck-site, the gun-carriage originally carried
one of the stern-chasers, which were pointing aft through the ports underneath the wing
transom. It was thus placed on the orlop deck. The barrel which originally were situated in
this carriage has not been relocated. Hence we don´t know the size of Mars stern-chasers. It is
apparent though, that the above mentioned, over 3.6 meters long barrel that also has been
salvaged, is to small for this carriage.
The great length of the gun-barrels, especially when placed in a two wheeled carriage,
demand a lot of deck-space. The absence of gun-ports in the aftermost part of Mars hull-sides,
is likely due to the fact that the guns pointing aft, the stern-chasers, required a lot of deckspace, to recoil and in order to be reloaded. It is uncertain why the Swedish navy did use twowheeled carriages during this period, when other navies obviously already were using fourwheeled.
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BILAGA 1.

Sonar och ROV-kartering av vrakplatsen, Joakim Holmlund, MMT
Originalmaterial i form av videofilm, bilder, kartor förvaras på Södertörns högskola.

Sökområde, targets och koordinatnät:
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ROV Targets
Rov target hittas i Linedatabase ”Waypoints.pro” & “Blueview_scan.pro”. Survey (Z:) \\2014\101703-DSP
2014\Project\Work

1. Piece of Bone, approx 40cm ( Video “Sonar_Target_0011” 13:52)(Video “Mars_20140722”
6:29)
2. Cannon, approx 12cm pipe (Video “Sonar_Target_0005” 14:11)
3. Falkon, approx 10cm (Video “Sonar_Target_0008” 15:22)
4. Very strange piece of wood (Video “Transit1” 16:00)
5. Strange shaped piece of wood (Video “Sonar_Taget_0001” 16:25)
6. Strange shaped piece of wood (Video “Sonar_Taget_0001” 16:38)
7. Strange shaped piece of wood (Video “Sonar_Taget_0003”
8. Block approx 20cm (Video “MARS_20140719” 17:59)
9. Strange object, Helmet? (Video MARS_20140719” 18:24)
10. Coin? (Video MARS_20140721 09:21)
11. Part of Cannon approx 8cm diameter (Video MARS_20140721 11:54)
12. Part of Cannon approx 8cm diameter (Video MARS_20140721 11:56)
13. Strange Object 25cm (Video MARS_20140721 12:01)
14. Strange intresting object 25 cm (Video MARS_20140721 12:03)
15. Strange Object (Video MARS_20140721 12:05)
16. Cannon Part (Video MARS_20140721 12:10)
17. Big Board (Video MARS_20140721 12:12)
18. Cannon (Video MARS_20140721 12:14)
19. Big board (Video MARS_20140721 12:20)
20. Big board (Video MARS_20140721 12:25)
21. Small wooden stick (Video MARS_20140721 12:36)
22. Big board (Video MARS_20140721 13:08)
23. Unidentified object with attached line (Video MARS_20140721 13:24)
24. Bent wood, around 20 cm, intresting! (Video MARS_20140721 13:29)
25. Part of cannon (Video MARS_20140721 13:42)
26. Strange debris (Video MARS_20140721 13:44)
27. Very strange wood debris (Video MARS_20140721 13:45)
28. Wood plank (Video MARS_20140721 13:50)
29. Large rope, 10 cm width, possible anchor rope (Video MARS_20140721 13:57)
30. Big block, 40x20cm (Video MARS_20140721 14:03)
31. Large rope, 10 cm width, possible anchor rope (Video MARS_20140721 14:07)
32. Unidentified object, possible fishing net (Video MARS_20140721 14:15)
33. Unidentified object (Video MARS_20140721 14:21)
34. Unidentified object (Video MARS_20140721 14:22)
35. Rope around wheel (Video MARS_20140721 14:36)
36. Fishing equipment (Video MARS_20140721 14:39)
37. Cannon, around 20 cm diameter (Video MARS_20140721 14:42)( Video MARS_20140722
1700)
38. Wood, looks round, possible part of rig (Video MARS_20140721 14:51)
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39. Unidentified object (Video MARS_20140721 14:58)
40. Unidentified object, could be part of sculpture, possible carvings (Video MARS_20140721
15:00)
41. Rope and possible part of anchor (Video MARS_20140721 15:15) (MARS_20140722 1742)
42. Part of cannon (Video MARS_20140721 15:20) (MARS_20140722 1754)
43. Part of cannon (Video MARS_20140721 15:23)
44. Wooden piece with holes and rebait (Video MARS_20140721 15:25)
45. Object, round in sediments (Video MARS_20140721 15:38)
46. Wood? (Video MARS_20140721 15:40)
47. Possible a ring for an anchor (Video MARS_20140721 15:43)
48. 2 Pieces of wood (Video MARS_20140721 15:47)
49. A lot of small potts (Vide MARS_20140721 15:49)
50. Long board (Video MARS_20140721 15:54)
51. Big piece of wood (Video MARS_20140721 1602)
52. Strange Object (Video MARS_20140721 16:25)
53. Several pieces of wood (Video MARS_20140721 16:32)
54. Rust piece (Video MARS 20140721 16:36)
55. Rope (Video MARS 20140721 16:38)
56. ? (Video MARS 20140721 16:48)
57. Object under the sediments (Video MARS 20140721 16:52)
58. ? (Video MARS 20140721 16:58)
59. Object (Video MARS 20140721 1700)
60. Wood (Video MARS20140721 1703)
61. Object (Video MARS20140721 1718)
62. Big piece of Wood (Video MARS_20140721 1725)
63. Object (Video MARS_20140721 1744)
64. Object (Video MARS_20140721 1747)
65. Wood (Video MARS_20140721 1800)
66. VERY Big piece of wood w0,15xh0,5xL5m (Video MARS_20140721 1808)
67. 1x0.3x0.2 m piece of wood (Video MARS_20140721 1819)
68. 3x0.2x0.2 m piece of wood (Video MARS_20140721 1820)
69. 0.5x0.5 m piece of wood with carvings (Video MARS_20140721 1834)
70. VERY BIG piece of wood (Video MARS_20140721 1842)
71. Piece of wood (Video MARS_20140721 1850)
72. Strange (Video MARS_20140721 1906)
73. Big piece of wood with Carvings (MARS_20140721 1911)
74. Possible Bone (Video MARS_20140722 0632)
75. Possible Wheel 15cm diameter (Video MARS_20140722 0633)
76. Object (Video MARS_20140722 0651)
77. Object (Video MARS_20140722 0653)
78. A lot of small objects, approx 10cm (MARS_20140722 0656)
79. OBJECT? (MARS_20140722 0658)
80. BIG board (MARS_20140722 0702)
81. Big board (MARS_20140722 0707)
82. Object (MARS_20140722 0720)
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83. Gandalfs hatt (MARS_20140722 0727)
84. Big board (MARS_20140722 0800)
85. Wooden (MARS_20140722 08:16)
86. Unidentified object (MARS_20140722 08:17)
87. Wooden object, possible stern post (MARS_20140722 08:22)
88. Big wooden block (MARS_20140722 08:24) (MARS_20140722 1706)
89. Wooden debris (MARS_20140722 08:27)
90. Cannon, front part (MARS_20140722 08:33)
91. Plank (MARS_20140722 08:58)
92. Rib/plank with clincer cuts(MARS_20140722 09:05)
93. Carvings in Wreck Hull (MARS_20140722 1022)
94. Cannon hole in the hull, 0.1x0.1 (MARS_20140722 1127)
95. ?
96. Piece of Wood (MARS_20140722 1139)
97. Rope, tross (MARS_20140722 1141)
98. Large pice of wook mast? (MARS_20140722 1142)
99. Piece of wood in the sediments (MARS_20140722 1153)
100.
Falcon, cannon sticking down? (MARS_20140722 1154)
101.
Object, lump (MARS_20140722 1159)
102.
Rough ppice of wood and recess with a hole (MARS_20140722 1202
103.
Rough plank extremely interesting, see target 7, large and double counted for
(MARS_20140722 1208)
104.
Possibly pice off rigging, spar, 15m tall (MARS_20140722 1224)
105.
Fishing net (MARS_20140722 1230)
106.
Tross, rope (MARS_20140722 1234)
107.
Tross, rope (MARS_20140722 1240)
108.
Planking and square block (MARS_20140722 1242)
109.
Planking and small wood object (MARS_20140722 1245)
110.
Planking in the sediments (MARS_20140722 1247)
111.
Planking (MARS_20140722 1249)
112.
Wood, rough (MARS_20140722 1254)
113.
Knee (MARS_20140722 1256)
114.
Round strange object, possible wheel (MARS_20140722 1420)
115.
Unidentified (MARS_20140722 1430)
116.
Possible Skull (MARS_20140722 1432)
117.
Wood (MARS_20140722 1433)
118.
Carved big piece of wood (MARS_20140722 1436, 1450)
119.
Possible key? (MARS_20140722 1440)
120.
Object (MARS_20140722 1516)
121.
Cable or old tether (MARS_20140722 1555)
122.
Metal object (MARS_20140722 1609)
123.
Big Rock (MARS_20140722 1545)
124.
Canon (MARS_20140722 1626)
125.
Smal Object (MARS_20140722 1643)
126.
Wooden carved object (MARS_20140722 1649)
15

127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.

Collection of small objects (MARS_20140722 1703)
Wooden stick (MARS_20140722 1708)
Cooking pot (MARS_20140722 1712)
Strange object (MARS_20140722 1719)
Travl Nets (MARS_20140722 1726)
Travl Nets (MARS_20140722 1728)
Travl Nets (MARS_20140722 1731)
Wooden carvings (MARS_20140722 1738)
Ropes (MARS_20140722 1748)
Salvaged Canon, OBS Floating rops! (MARS_20140722 1753)
Big carved Board (MARS_20140722 1812)
Rope (MARS_20140722 1814)
Very strange object (MARS_20140722 1816)
Big Wooden piece (MARS_20140722 1819)
Long Board (MARS_20140722 1820)
Big board (MARS_20140722 1834)
Long Board, Long, 7m (MARS_20140722 18:52)
Board (MARS_20140722 1852)
Big Board, Cannon under (MARS_20140722 1912)
Object (MARS_20140722 1921)
Object (MARS_20140722 1924)
Object (MARS_20140722 1929)
Small piece of wood (MARS_20140722 1931)
Key (MARS_20140722 1932)
Wood (MARS_20140722 1934)
Unidentified object (MARS_20140722 1944)
Stone/wood debris? (MARS_20140722 2036)
Unidentified object ROV Target 154 not recorded on Video.
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ROV Targets
Rov target hittas i Linedatabase ”Waypoints.pro” & “Blueview_scan.pro”
Survey (Z:) \\2014\101703-DSP 2014\Project\Work

1. Piece of Bone, approx 40cm ( Video “Sonar_Target_0011” 13:52)(Video “Mars_20140722”
6:29).
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2. Cannon, approx 12cm pipe (Video “Sonar_Target_0005” 14:11)
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19

20

3. Falkon, approx 10cm (Video “Sonar_Target_0008” 15:22)

21

4. Very strange piece of wood (Video “Transit_1” 16:00)

22

23

5. Strange shaped piece of wood (Video “Sonar_Taget_0001” 16:25)

24

6. Strange shaped piece of wood (Video “Sonar_Taget_0001” 16:38)

25

7. Strange shaped piece of wood (Video “Sonar_Taget_0003)

26

27

8. Block approx 20cm (Video “MARS_20140719” 17:59)

28

9. Strange object, Helmet? (Video MARS_20140719” 18:24)
29

30

10. Coin? (Video MARS_20140721 09:21)

31

11. Part of Cannon approx 8cm diameter (Video MARS_20140721 11:54)

32

12. Part of Cannon approx 8cm diameter (Video MARS_20140721 11:56)

33

13. Strange Object 25cm (Video MARS_20140721 12:01)

34

14. Strange intresting object 25 cm (Video MARS_20140721 12:03)

35

15. Strange Object (Video MARS_20140721 12:05)

36

16. Cannon Part (Video MARS_20140721 12:10)

37

17. Big Board (Video MARS_20140721 12:12)

18. Cannon (Video MARS_20140721 12:14)

38

19. Big board (Video MARS_20140721 12:20)

39

40

20. Big board (Video MARS_20140721 12:25)

41

21. Small wooden stick (Video MARS_20140721 12:36)

42

22. Big board (Video MARS_20140721 13:08)

23. Unidentified object with attached line (Video MARS_20140721 13:24)

43

24. Bent wood, around 20 cm, intresting! (Video MARS_20140721 13:29)

44

45

25. Part of cannon (Video MARS_20140721 13:42)

46

26. Strange debris (Video MARS_20140721 13:44)

27. Very strange wood debris (Video MARS_20140721 13:45)

47

28. Wood plank (Video MARS_20140721 13:50)

29. Large rope, 10 cm width, possible anchor rope (Video MARS_20140721 13:57)

48

49

30. Big block, 40x20cm (Video MARS_20140721 14:03)

50

31. Large rope, 10 cm width, possible anchor rope (Video MARS_20140721 14:07)

51

32. Unidentified object, possible fishing net (Video MARS_20140721 14:15)

52

53

33. Unidentified object (Video MARS_20140721 14:21)

34. Unidentified object (Video MARS_20140721 14:22)

54

35. Rope around wheel (Video MARS_20140721 14:36)

55

36. Fishing equipment (Video MARS_20140721 14:39)

37. Cannon, around 20 cm diameter (Video MARS_20140721 14:42)( Video MARS_20140722
1700)

56

57

58

38. Wood, looks round, possible part of rig (Video MARS_20140721 14:51)

59

60

39. Unidentified object (Video MARS_20140721 14:58)

61

40. Unidentified object, could be part of sculpture, possible carvings (Video MARS_20140721
15:00)

62

63

41. Rope and possible part of anchor (Video MARS_20140721 15:15) (MARS_20140722 1742)

64

65

66

42. Part of cannon (Video MARS_20140721 15:20) (MARS_20140722 1754)

67

43. Part of cannon (Video MARS_20140721 15:23)

68

44. Wooden piece with holes and rebait (Video MARS_20140721 15:25)

69

45. Object, round in sediments (Video MARS_20140721 15:38)

70

46. Wood? (Video MARS_20140721 15:40)

47. Possible a ring for an anchor (Video MARS_20140721 15:43)

71

48. 2 Pieces of wood (Video MARS_20140721 15:47)

72

49. A lot of small potts (Vide MARS_20140721 15:49)

73

50. Long board (Video MARS_20140721 15:54)

74

51. Big piece of wood (Video MARS_20140721 1602)

75

52. Strange Object (Video MARS_20140721 16:25)

76

53. Several pieces of wood (Video MARS_20140721 16:32)

77

54. Rust piece (Video MARS 20140721 16:36)

55. Rope (Video MARS 20140721 16:38)

78

56. ? (Video MARS 20140721 16:48)

79

57. Object under the sediments (Video MARS 20140721 16:52)
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58. ? (Video MARS 20140721 16:58)

59. Object (Video MARS 20140721 1700)

81

60. Wood (Video MARS20140721 1703)

61. Object (Video MARS20140721 1718)
82

62. Big piece of Wood (Video MARS_20140721 1725)

83

63. Object (Video MARS_20140721 1744)

84

85

64. Object (Video MARS_20140721 1747)

86

65. Wood (Video MARS_20140721 1800)

87

66. VERY Big piece of wood w0,15xh0,5xL5m (Video MARS_20140721 1808)

88

89

67. 1x0.3x0.2 m piece of wood (Video MARS_20140721 1819)

90

68. 3x0.2x0.2 m piece of wood (Video MARS_20140721 1820)
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69. 0.5x0.5 m piece of wood with carvings (Video MARS_20140721 1834)
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70. VERY BIG piece of wood (Video MARS_20140721 1842)

71. Piece of wood (Video MARS_20140721 1850)

93

72. Strange (Video MARS_20140721 1906)

94

73. Big piece of wood with Carvings (MARS_20140721 1911)

74. Possible Bone (Video MARS_20140722 0632)
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75. Possible Wheel 15cm diameter (Video MARS_20140722 0633)

76. Object (Video MARS_20140722 0651)
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77. Object (Video MARS_20140722 0653)

78. A lot of small objects, approx 10cm (MARS_20140722 0656)
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79. OBJECT? (MARS_20140722 0658)

98

99

80. BIG board (MARS_20140722 0702)

100

81. Big board (MARS_20140722 0707)

101

82. Object (MARS_20140722 0720)

102

83. Gandalfs hatt (MARS_20140722 0727)

103

84. Big board (MARS_20140722 0800)

104

85. Wooden (MARS_20140722 08:16)

105

86. Unidentified object (MARS_20140722 08:17)

106

87. Wooden object, possible stern post (MARS_20140722 08:22)

107

88. Big wooden block (MARS_20140722 08:24) (MARS_20140722 1706)

108

89. Wooden debris (MARS_20140722 08:27)

109

90. Cannon, front part (MARS_20140722 08:33)

110

91. Plank (MARS_20140722 08:58)

111

92. Rib/plank with clincer cuts(MARS_20140722 09:05)

112

93. Carvings in Wreck Hull (MARS_20140722 1022)

113

94. Cannon hole in the hull, 0.1x0.1 (MARS_20140722 1127)

95. ?
96. Piece of Wood (MARS_20140722 1139)

114

97. Rope, tross (MARS_20140722 1141)

115

98. Large pice of wood mast? (MARS_20140722 1142)

116

99. Piece of wood in the sediments (MARS_20140722 1153)

100.

Falcon, cannon sticking down? (MARS_20140722 1154)

117

101.

Object, lump (MARS_20140722 1159)

102.

Rough ppice of wood and recess with a hole (MARS_20140722 1202

118

103.

Rough plank extremely interesting, see target 7, large and double counted for
(MARS_20140722 1208)
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104.

Possibly pice off rigging, spar, 15m tall (MARS_20140722 1224)
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105.
106.
107.

Fishing net (MARS_20140722 1230)
Tross, rope (MARS_20140722 1234)
Tross, rope (MARS_20140722 1240)

121

108.

Planking and square block (MARS_20140722 1242)

109.

Planking and small wood object (MARS_20140722 1245)
122

110.

Planking in the sediments (MARS_20140722 1247)
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111.

Planking (MARS_20140722 1249)
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112.

Wood, rough (MARS_20140722 1254)

113.

Knee (MARS_20140722 1256)
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114.

Round strange object, possible wheel (MARS_20140722 1420)

126

115.

Unidentified (MARS_20140722 1430)
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116.

Possible Skull (MARS_20140722 1432)

117.

Wood (MARS_20140722 1433)
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118.

Carved big piece of wood (MARS_20140722 1436, 1450)

119.

Possible key? (MARS_20140722 1440)
129

120.

Object (MARS_20140722 1516)

130

121.

Cable or old tether (MARS_20140722 1555)

122.

Metal object (MARS_20140722 1609)

131

123.

Big Rock (MARS_20140722 1545)

124.

Canon (MARS_20140722 1626)

125.

Smal Object (MARS_20140722 1643)
132

126.

Wooden carved object (MARS_20140722 1649)

133

134

127.

Collection of small objects (MARS_20140722 1703)

128.

Wooden stick (MARS_20140722 1708)
135

129.

Cooking pot (MARS_20140722 1712)

136

130.

Strange object (MARS_20140722 1719)
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131.

Travl Nets (MARS_20140722 1726)

132.

Travl Nets (MARS_20140722 1728)
138

133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.

Travl Nets (MARS_20140722 1731)
Wooden carvings (MARS_20140722 1738)
Ropes (MARS_20140722 1748)
Salvaged Canon, OBS Floating rops! (MARS_20140722 1753)
Big carved Board (MARS_20140722 1812)
Rope (MARS_20140722 1814)
Very strange object (MARS_20140722 1816)
Big Wooden piece (MARS_20140722 1819)
Long Board (MARS_20140722 1820)
Big board (MARS_20140722 1834)
Long Board, Long, 7m (MARS_20140722 18:52)
Board (MARS_20140722 1852)
Big Board, Cannon under (MARS_20140722 1912)
Object (MARS_20140722 1921)
Object (MARS_20140722 1924)
Object (MARS_20140722 1929)
Small piece of wood (MARS_20140722 1931)
Key (MARS_20140722 1932)
Wood (MARS_20140722 1934)
Unidentified object (MARS_20140722 1944)
Stone/wood debris? (MARS_20140722 2036)
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ABSTRACT

Matilda Fredriksson, 2015
The skeletal remains of the naval ship Mars: An osteological pre-study for analysing digitally
documented skeletal remains in a marine context.
De skeletala kvarlevorna från skeppet Mars: En osteologisk förstudie för analys av digitalt
dokumenterade skeletala kvarlevor i en marinkontext.

Bachelor thesis in Classic Archaeology and Ancient History, Uppsala University
Campus Gotland.
Denna kandidatuppsats är ämnad att ligga som grund för framtida osteologisk dokumentation och analys
av de skeletala kvarlevorna från skeppet Mars, och är utförd i samarbete med projektet Skeppet Mars
(1564).Syftet med denna uppsats är att undersöka och problematisera möjligheterna att analysera digitalt
dokumenterade skeletala kvarlevor i en marin miljö. För att utvärdera möjligheterna och
begränsningarna med att utföra en digital osteologisk analys utfördes en mindre studie av det digitalt
dokumenterade material som hittills insamlats från skeppet Mars. Analysen visade att en osteologisk
analys kan utföras på digitalt dokumenterade skeletala kvarlevor men att det finns begränsningar med
att utföra en analys av ett två dimensionellt källmaterial. Syftet med denna uppsats är även att diskutera
och lyfta fram hur skeletala kvarlevor påverkas under längre tid i marina sediment* samt bräckt/salt
vatten. Syftet med denna uppsats är även att diskutera hur en hypotetisk inhämtning och konservering
av de skeletala kvarlevorna från skeppet Mars bör utföras.
This bachelor thesis is intended to lay the ground for future osteological documentation and analysi
s of the skeletal remains from the naval ship Mars, and is conducted with the project Skeppet Mars (15
64). The purpose of this thesis is to examine and problematise the possibility to analyse digitally docu
mented skeletal remains in a marine context. In order to evaluate the possibilities and limitations of per
forming an osteological analysis was conducted on the digitally documented material collected from th
e naval ship Mars so far. The analysis showed that an osteological analysis can be performed on digital
ly documented skeletal remains, there are however limitations of performing an analysis on a two dime
nsional documentation. The purpose of this thesis is also to discuss and highlight how skeletal remains
are affected by marine sediment* and brackish/saltwater over a long period of time. The purpose of thi
s paper is also to discuss how a hypothetical retrieval and conservation of the skeletal remains of the na
val ship Mars should preferably be performed.
Matilda Fredriksson, Uppsala Universitet Campus Gotland, Cramér gatan 3, 621 57 Visby
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1. INTRODUCTION

This bachelor thesis represents an osteological pre-study in a research project called Skeppet Mars (15
64) and will lay the ground for future osteological analysis of the skeletal remains of the naval ship M
ars. The project is a cooperation between MARIS (marinarkeologiska forskningsinstitutet) at Södertör
ns University, researchers at Försvarshögskolan, South Hampton University, Uppsala University Cam
pus Gotland, Maritima museet and the companies Ocean Discovery, Deep sea production and Maritim
mätteknik AB, and is funded by Östersjöstiftelsen and National Geographic.
The skeletal remains of the naval ship Mars are located sixty-five to seventy-five meters below surf
ace east of the island of Öland. Since no recovery of the skeletal remains have been made an interestin
g question arose among the members of the research project Skeppet Mars (1564): Can the skeletal re
mains be analysed through using digital documentation? This question was forwarded to my supervis
or professor Sabine Sten who suggested that I, due to my previous experience working with computers
, should use this question as a base for my bachelor thesis. I found both the project and the prospect of
using modern techniques to analyse skeletal remains in a marine context very intriguing and therefore
decided to join the project.
The project Skeppet Mars (1564) observe the ship Mars as a frozen moment in time where the ship
is seen as part of the battle field of the Nordic seven years war and all the artefacts and skeletal remain
s work as clues. These clues may if treated right, allow us to understand both the undoing of the ship a
nd its crew, as well as the life and naval warfare of the sixteenth century.
An osteological analysis of the skeletal remains of the ship Mars may therefore shed light on the liv
es and death of the crew through documentation of trauma, diseases and signs of famine*, as well as d
iscuss the represented provision compared to the historical documentation. An osteological analysis m
ay also be used to assess different attributes to specific individuals and perhaps even place them into d
ifferent social strata of the sixteenth century. An osteological analysis may therefore be used to either
underline or discard the accuracy of information retrieved from historical sources.
The author has been invited to participate on the research vessel during the planned field study taki
ng place in the summer of 2015, in order to influence the osteological documentation process. This pre
-study and the newly assembled material will then be used as a base for a future master thesis and furt
her analysis of the skeletal remains.

Words marked with * are listed and defined in the Wordlist found in the appendix. These definitions a
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re included in order to ease the reading process for non-native speakers and those who have no previou
s knowledge of osteology. The wordlist is also used to underline alternative definitions of specific wor
ds.

1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this bachelor thesis is firstly to lay the ground for the future documentation of the skele
tal remains of the naval ship Mars. This thesis is therefore foremost an osteological pre-study where th
e possibilities and limitations of performing an osteological analysis on digitally documented skeletal r
emains is the main focus.
The second purpose of this thesis is to lay the ground for future method development and discuss th
e possibilities and limitations of performing an osteological analysis of digitally documented skeletal r
emains.
The purpose of this thesis is also to discuss the effects of salt/brackish water and marine sediment*
on skeletal remains, and how a hypothetical retrieval and conservation should preferably be carried ou
t. This in order to discuss the preservation and conservation conditions of the skeletal remains in the m
arine environment and how they should preferably be handled in the case of an attempted recovery fro
m the ship Mars.
The future osteological analysis results will be integrated as a part of the existing exhibition about t
he naval ship Mars, as decided during a meeting with Palm and Norman at Västerviks museum.

1.2 Research questions
Together with Södertörns University, we have decided to focus on the following work questions in or
der for this pre-study to be relevant for future documentation and analysis of the skeletal remains:


What information is it possible to retrieve through performing an osteological analysis of the d
igitally documented skeletal remains of the naval ship Mars?



How are skeletal remains affected by brackish/saltwater over time?



How are skeletal remains affected by marine sediment?



How would a possible retrieval and conservation of the skeletal remains preferably be carried
out in the case of an attempted recovery of the naval ship Mars?
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2. SOURCE CRITICISM AND DELIMITATION
2.1 The digitally documented skeletal remains
The image material gathered during the previous field studies is limited to six images and eighteen ho
urs of ROV film, which limits the possibility to perform a complete osteological analysis of the archae
ological site. This study will therefore primarily focus on the possibilities and limitations of performin
g an osteological analysis on digitally documented skeletal remains.
The image material limits the osteological analysis to a two dimensional analysis of the skeletal re
mains. This means that the osteologist lack the ability to measure, weigh and rotate the documented bo
ne elements, and to some extent even see the entire bone due to sediment* cover.
Three presumed bone elements have been observed in the ROV film, but since neither bone type or
species could be determined for two of these, only one of the observed bone elements has been include
d in this thesis.
An osteological analysis has therefore been performed when the following two criteria's has been f
ulfilled:
1. Enough osteological characters must be represented on the documented bone element in order
for a proper analysis to be performed.
2. The image quality must be at such a level that the documented osteological characters can be o
bserved and compared with the osteological reference collection at Uppsala University Campu
s Gotland.
2.2 Positioning
The image material has not yet been positioned on a geographical grid and can therefore not be used to
create a distribution pattern as originally intended.

2.3 Literature limitations
Marine osteology is a fairly new concept and has foremost been applied in retrieval of ship wreckages
and in developed coastal areas such as harbours, where human remains have been encountered. The a
mount of literature describing methods of retrieval, conservation, taphonomical changes, the impacts o
f marine sediment*, and analysis of skeletal remains in marine contexts is therefore rather limited and
not included in most osteological literature. The limited amount of information available about the dec
omposition of human remains in a marine context is also underlined by Dumser and Türkay (2008) in t
heir investigation of post-mortem* changes of human bodies on the bathyal sea floor (Dumser & Türk
ay, 2008:1048f).
The amount of literature dealing with the osteological conservation methods of the skeletal remains
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from the Swedish ships Kronan and Vasa has also been limited. Why no documentation concerning th
e desalting process has been made or performed is unclear at this time.
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3. BACKGROUND
3.1 The research project Skeppet Mars 1564
The naval ship Mars was located east of the island Öland by Ocean Discovery in the summer 2011 and
was examined in October the same year to determine the identity of the wreckage (Rönnby, et al., 201
3:5). The ship's identity was confirmed by an assessment of markings found on one of the larger canno
ns located at the site (Eriksson, et al., 2012:5). A second archaeological survey was conducted during t
he summer of 2012, where sonar, ROV and divers with handheld cameras were used to document the
wreckage and possible archaeological artefacts. During the investigation three silver coins were locate
d, and after careful consideration retrieved by the participating divers (Rönnby, et al., 2013:5). A third
archaeological survey was conducted during the summer of 2013, where ROV and divers with handhe
ld cameras were used to document the ship and possible archaeological artefacts. It was also determin
ed during this time that two cannons and several wooden structures of the ship would be retrieved in o
rder to evaluate possible future preservation methods. These objects are presently kept at Västerviks m
useum as a part of the exhibition and for evaluation of the presently used conservation methods (Eriks
son, 2015:5). A fourth archaeological survey was conducted during the summer of 2014, though the r
eport of this investigation has not yet been published.
The project group consists of Ocean Discovery, MARIS (Marin Arkeologiska forskningsinstitutet)
at Södertörns University, Försvarshögskolan, South Hampton University, Uppsala University Campus
Gotland, Maritima museet, Marin mätteknik AB and is financed by Östersjöstiftelsen and National Ge
ographic.
3.2 The naval ship Mars
The Swedish naval ship Mars was completed in 1563 at Björkenäs shipyard north of Kalmar. The ship
was probably an impressive sight as she is reported to have been over 60 meters long and estimated to
a tonnage of 1800 (Rönnby, 2014:61). The ship is reported to lack any kind of decor (Rönnby, et al., 2
013:15), except from a gilded figurehead of the war god Mars (Sjöblom, 2011).
The Swedish fleet were ordered by King Erik XIV to place a group of men on the Danish islands to
collect extort contributions from the population before heading on to Öresund to claim customs from a
ll Danish ships. The Swedish fleet intended to sail to the island of Gotland before heading to Öresund.
Unfortunately they dispersed during a storm during their procession and by the time the naval ship Ma
rs encountered the Danish-Lübeck fleet on May 30,1564, only two other ships were under its comman
d (Smirnov, 2009:100-101).
The battle between the Swedish and Danish-Lübeck fleet began at midday on May 30, by the firing
of three rounds from the Danish flagship Fortuna (Smirnov, 2009:101). Fortuna, however, was shortly
taken out of the battle for repairs after having its main mast shot down by Mars. More Swedish ships e
ventually joined the battle and two Danish ships were reported sunken during the day, one by its own a
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rtillery and one by the naval ship Mars (Smirnov, 2009:102). At the end of the day nightly repairs wer
e performed by both sides of the battle. In the morning of May 31, Mars was surrounded by enemy shi
ps and fired upon with both small hail storm cannons, hand thrown fire bombs and lances. (Smirnov 2
009:105).
Historical sources also describe how one of the great cannons (apostles) exploded and thereby lifte
d the entire cow bridge up in the air while fire broke out on the ship (Smirnov, 2009:105). This leading
to Admiral Bagges surrender, resulting in the future confinement of both himself, the mayor Mats Pers
on and dozens of the members of the crew, who were transferred to the Lübeck ship Der Engel. After t
he surrender several hundred Lübeck men entered the ship in hope of finding riches onboard. Shortly a
fter their arrival the ship exploded and split in two, taking the bodies of both Swedes and Lübecks dow
n to the bottom of the sea (Smirnov, 2009:106).

Figure 1 The series of events leading to the end of the naval ship Mars.
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4. MATERIAL

4.1 The skeletal remains of the naval ship Mars
The naval ship Mars is located east of the island of Öland at a depth of sixty-five to seventy-five meter
s. The skeletal remains were documented in 2014, using ROV and divers with handheld cameras. No o
steological analysis has been performed up until this point. The reports do however describe observati
ons of both human and animal remains (Eriksson, et al., 2011:5).
The presence of both human and animal remains is also underlined by historical documentation, de
scribing how approximately 14,5 tons of meat and pork, and 5 tons of dried fish were loaded onboard t
he naval ship Mars before setting sail for the island of Gotland (Sjöblom, in prep:6).
4.2 Retrieval, conservation and analysis of ships in similar contexts
The Swedish ships Vasa (see 4.2.1) and Kronan (see 4.2.2), and the British ship Mary Rose (4.2.3) -ar
e used as reference material since they all represent different aspects found in the naval ship Mars. The
y are used as a base for the discussion on the retrieval and conservation methods suitable for a hypothe
tical retrieval of the naval ship Mars, as well as a reference to the amount of information retrievable th
rough analysing physical skeletal remains from a marine context.
The Mary Rose sank in the salty strait of Solent in 1545 (Stirland, 2013:66-67) and is therefore mo
re contemporary with Mars that sank in 1564 (Rönnby, et al. 2013:5;Smirnov, 2009:105) than Kronan
that sank in 1676 (Kronanprojektet, 2013:1; Einarsson, 1990:41) and Vasa that sank in 1628 (During,
1994:10). The two ships Vasa and Kronan on the other hand are placed in a similar environment as the
ship Mars, this since all three of them are placed in different parts of the brackish water of the Baltic S
ea. Kronan was located south east of the island of Öland (Kronanprojektet, 2013:1; Einarsson, 1990:41
) and Vasa was located in the Stockholm fringe of skerries (During 1994:10).

4.2.1 Vasa
The ship Vasa was salvaged and placed in a dry dock before excavation. The ship was treated as an ar
chaeological excavation site where each bone element and artefact where collected and given a specifi
c number connecting them to a specific position in correlation to the nearest deck beam. After the ship
was salvaged additional skeletal remains were located and retrieved by divers from the sea bed (Durin
g, 1994:23).
The skeletal remains went through a short preliminary osteological analysis in 1969 before being te
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mporarily buried in consecrated ground. The skeletal remains were placed in plastic bags marked with
metal tags before being placed in cement caskets (During, 1994: 24, 30). The skeletal remains were th
en retrieved in 1989 for further analysis. Unfortunately several of the bone elements were water dama
ged and infected by mold (During, 1994: 29). The skeletal remains where therefore rinsed in freshwate
r and the mold infested bone were washed in ninety-five percent ethanol before being placed in a cool
and well ventilated room to air dry (During, 1994: 31).
All skeletal remains were sent to the osteological laboratory for further osteological analysis, (Duri
ng, 1994:31) where bone elements from different parts of the ship were grouped to form individuals b
ased on bone element size, shape, age and sex (During, 1994:40).
The MNI (minimal number of individuals) estimation were based on the bone representation of sid
es of paired bones, age groups, sex, bone element size and shape (During, 1994:38). The age estimatio
n was based on tooth eruption, dental wear, cranial suture closure, symphysis closure of the pelvis and
discriminant function analysis where the long bones were sawed into halves and analysed due to the d
ensity of the spongious bone tissue (During, 1994: 45). The sex assessment was based on morphologic
al characters of the pelvis, cranium and jaw, and measurements of the proximal end of humerus* and t
he proximal and distal* end of femur* (During, 1994:43-45). The stature estimation was based on the l
ength of the long bones and foremost the femur* (During, 1994:52-53). The estimated appearance of e
ach individual was based on the length and width of the cranium (During, 1994:55). The dietary analy
sis was based on isotopic- and chemical analysis on the bone tissue to determine if the individuals on t
he ship had lived on a diet dominated on terrestrial or marine content (During, 1994:59). This method
was also used to determine which individuals had been exposed to famine* recently or during their chi
ldhood (During, 1994:64). The general pathology and injuries were assessed by analysing fractures an
d abnormalities of the skeletal remains. Common pathologies among the crew were enamel hypoplasia
and lesions in the thoracic vertebrae (During, 1994:68).
4.2.2 Kronan
The recovery of the skeletal remains of Kronan began in 1981 and is still an ongoing process (Einarsso
n, 1990:41; Kronanprojektet, 2013:25). The remains were collected by divers on an individual basis w
here the bones were collected and placed in netting bags placed on the sea bed before being brought to
the surface for labelling and analysis. Each netting bag were numbered according to were the skeletal r
emains were found (Kronanprojektet, 2013:25).
The reports mention that information such as age, sex and stature has been assessed through an oste
ological analysis. No exact results or methods are however listed in the literature. The main focus has
been on describing the trauma and pathology of the crew. Some of the most common pathologies were
osteoarthritis* and pathological changes in the orbital roof (cribra orbitalia) (Kronanprojektet, 2013:25
).
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The documentation also mention that several of the retrieved skeletal remains were stained during t
heir time in the water (Kjellström & Hamilton, 2014:37).
4.2.3 Mary Rose
The skeletal remains of the Mary Rose were collected as mass-material because of the sweeping tides
of the Solent had dragged the bones back and forth within the ship. The bones were therefore connecte
d to different regions of the ship instead of being given specific positions (Stirland, 2013:67). The dive
rs placed the bones in numbered netting bags where they were sorted by bone element and tagged acco
rding to the section where they were found. The skeletal remains were then brought to the surface for c
onservation and osteological analysis (Stirland, 2013:67).
The bones were immediately sent to undergo a desalting process where they were placed in four dif
ferent tubs with decreasing salinity* levels before being placed in a temperature-controlled environme
nt to dry. Each bone element were then marked with the number of the netting bag (Stirland, 2013:67).
Each bone element were then grouped to form individuals through pairing each bone element and t
hen comparing the proximal* and distal* ends of the bones in order to find its match. Through this pro
cess almost all bones could be connected to specific individuals. Unfortunately no fitting of the arms t
o the correct individual could be performed due to the open shape of the scapula* sockets. This since s
capula sockets are too widely open to only fit one specific humerus* (Stirland, 2013:72).
The sex assessment was performed based on morphological characters, the size of the collarbones a
nd the measurement of the head of the femur* and humerus* (Stirland, 2013:79).
The stature estimation was based on the measurement of the GL (greatest length) of the left femur*
.The tibia* was used in those cases when no femur* could be connected to the individual (Stirland, 20
13:82).
General pathologies and trauma were assessed through analysing fractures and abnormalities on th
e skeletal remains. Some of the most common pathologies among the crew were tuberculosis (TBC), s
curvy* and rickets* (Stirland, 2013:89-101). Irregular characters of the bones were also used in order t
o determine which irregularities could be connected to specific activities (Stirland, 2013:118).
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5. TAPHONOMICAL CHANGES

The disintegration of bone is affected by its size, placement, environment, saturation and density (Lym
an, 1994: 354, 361). Skeletal remains that are placed above ground disintegrate faster than skeletal re
mains placed in the soil, this because weather and wind, and the different temperatures in the air help d
issolve bone tissue (Lyman.1994: 360). The soil may therefore work as a shield against both oxygen a
nd extreme temperature changes, similar to a thermos, keeping the skeletal remains fresh for a longer p
eriod of time (Lyman 1994: 354).
The soil may on the other hand have negative effects on skeletal remains since bone tissue consists
of hydroxyapatite, water and collagen (Christensson, 1999:65) that is easily affected by different subst
ances and ph-values in the surrounding environment (Christensson, 1999:172).

5.1 Skeletal remains in saltwater
Bones placed in a salt environment for a long period of time absorb sodium (Na+) and chloride (Cl-) ,
soluble salt, which leads to increased porosity in the organic collagen (Pokines & Symes, 2013: 152;
Grant, 2007; Brothwell, 1981:8; Christensson, 1999:172). If bones found in saltwater are dried
immediately after the retrieval in a salted state they will crack and flake due to the salt crystallisation
occurring during the drying process (Pokines & Symes, 2013: 152; Grant, 2007; Brothwell, 1981:8). If
the skeletal remains are not properly desalted the process will be repeated further by variated humidity
levels in the place of storage (Christensson, 1999:174).

5.2 Conservation of skeletal remains from a saltwater context
Hamilton (1999) recommends three different conservation methods for skeletal remains from a
saltwater context where the skeletal remains have absorbed soluble salt.
5.2.1 Desalting
The desalting process is recommended for structurally sound skeletal remains sustainable enough to go
through a rinsing process without breaking (Baxter, 2004:43; Brothwell, 1981:8, Hamilton, 1999;
Stirland, 2013:67-71). The skeletal remains go through a six step process where the bones are placed in
five different tubs (Hamilton, 1999; Stirland, 2013:67-71) for approximately seven days per tub
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(Stirland, 2013:71). Four of the tubs contain a hundred, seventy-five, fifty and twenty-five percent
saltwater diluted with freshwater whereas the fifth tub only contain freshwater (Hamilton, 1999;
Stirland, 2013:67-71). When the skeletal remains are fully rinsed they are placed in temperaturecontrolled environment dry (Hamilton, 1999; Stirland, 2013:67-71).
5.2.2 Consolidating and rinsing
The consolidating and rinsing method is foremost recommended for structurally unsound bone where
the skeletal remains are at risk of being disintegrated during the desalting process (Hamilton, 1999;
Brothwell, 1981:8-10; Baxter, 2004:43). This method is used when the morphological characters are of
bigger value than the possibility to chemically analyse the skeletal remains in the future, this since the
consolidating process injures and capsules bone tissue. The skeletal remains are placed in a five percent
acroyloid B-72 fluid before undergoing the desalting process previously described (see 4.3.2.1)
(Hamilton, 1999). It is important to note that the steps in this conservation method is recommended to
be performed for a longer period of time than during the desalting process, though the amount of time
is not specified by Hamilton (1999) for either of these methods.

5.2.3. Alcohol baths
Alcohol baths are foremost recommended for structurally sound bone and can be performed in two
variations depending on the skeletal remains. The remains go through a four step process where they
are placed in three different tubs containing a mixture of ethanol and water with a varying alcohol
degree from zero, fifty to ninety percent alcohol. Ivory and teeth on the other hand need to undergo a
slower process of desalting with a varying alcohol degree from five, ten, fifteen, twenty etc. percent
until the ivory/teeth eventually are placed in a tub containing a hundred percent alcohol. The skeletal
remains or ivory/teeth are then left in a temperature-controlled environment to air dry (Hamilton, 1999).
5.3 Skeletal remains and marine sediments
Marine sediment* is a complex compound of porewater*, inorganic material and organic material settl
ing on the sea bed. Inorganic material such as rock, gravel, sand and clay particles are transported thro
ugh rivers and other water sources from land to sea. Bigger particles such as rock, gravel and sand are
generally not transported further out than the coast, whereas small clay particles are transported far int
o the sea through undercurrents. The organic material consists of bacteria, animal remains and plants,
where the most common material consist of floating algae (plankton) (Jansson, 1978:47).
There are two types of generic sediment* variations called oxidizing sediments* and reducing sedi
ments*. Both of these sediment* types are created when organic material settles on a seabed with high
oxygen concentrations, where aerobic* bacteria use free oxygen to extract energy from the organic ma
terial. High concentrations of organic material allow the aerobic* bacteria to thrive, leading to a high o
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xygen consumption and an increased sedimentation* process (Jansson, 1978:45). In low oxidized sedi
ment*, sulphate-reducing bacteria thrive and consume sulphur from sulphate producing hydrogen sulp
hide, these bacteria's are introduced when the aerobic* bacteria have consumed most of the present ox
ygen (Jansson, 1978:47). Depending on the present water circulation two different scenarios may occu
r resulting in either an oxidizing or a reducing sediment* (Jansson, 1978:45).
The oxidizing sediment* consists of lower anaerobic* layers with an oxidized top layer. This due t
o a constant water circulation generating an influx of new oxygen, allowing the oxidizing top layer to s
lowly raise as the aerobic* bacteria eat their way through the newly added organic material (Jansson, 1
978:45).
The reducing sediment* only consists of anaerobic* layers, this due to the limited amount of water
circulation and low oxygen levels. This leading to an increased conservation ratio since oxygen is one
of the main keys in the decomposition process (Jansson, 1987:45; Christensson, 1999:172; Boddingto
n, et al., 1987:47).
The positive effects of marine sediment* have been underlined by a group of scientists who perfor
med a study of a whale carcass placed in the bottom of the bathyal Sainta Catalina sea basin (Allison, e
t al., 1991:80). They reported observations where both covered and uncovered bone elements were re
presented. The covered skeletal remains were documented to be heavily stained by iron sulphide but in
a more intact condition than the uncovered parts of the skeleton (Allison, et al., 1991:80). It is also stat
ed that the small bones are easier to cover and have a higher survival rate than the larger and more sen
sitive cancellous* bone (Allison, et al., 1991:84).
The positive effects of marine sediments* were also underlined during the osteological analysis of
the skeletal remains from the Mary Rose "The anaerobic conditions of the seabed silts, in which there
was no free oxygen, had slowed down the processes of decomposition, so that the preservation of the m
ajority of organic material from the ship, including the human bone, was superb" (Stirland, 2013:71).
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6. METHOD
The theoretical part of this thesis is based on literature including previous research and historic docum
entation of other ships in similar context, such as the Mary Rose, Kronan and Vasa. Their work proce
ss, conservation process and osteological analysis results are here used as an example of how retrieval,
preservation and analysis of the skeletal remains has been made in the past and how the usage of nondestructive digital methods may produce similar results. The theoretical parts of this thesis also discus
s the taphonomical effects of salt/brackish water and marine sediment* on skeletal remains based on p
revious studies of skeletal remains and organic material in a marine context.
The practical part of this thesis is based on the observations made on the digitally documented skel
etal remains. The osteological analysis have been performed according to the methods listed under 5.1
and are foremost considered suitable due to their focus on morphological characters.
The digitally documented skeletal remains was provided by the project group and collected by the a
uthor during a meeting with Eriksson and Sjöblom at Södertörns University.
The digitally documented skeletal remains where compared with the Uppsala University Campus
Gotlands reference collection. Each bone element were then documented in digital form on a copy of
the original image through adding informative text and osteological character clarification through the
use of digital arrows. The text contained the information retrieved through the osteological analysis and
represented species, bone element, side and epiphyseal* closure. The work images were then controlled
assessed by professor Sabine Sten.
6.1 Osteological analysis
The osteological analysis has been performed based on morphological characters on digitally documen
ted skeletal remains. This due to the lack of availability to measure the different bone elements. The os
teological reference collection at Uppsala University Campus Gotland was used for bone element asse
ssment and species identification.
6.1.1 Identification of species
Identification of species was performed through using the Uppsala University Campus Gotland osteol
ogical reference collection.
6.1.2 Bone element assessment
Identification of bone element was performed through using the Uppsala university Campus Gotland r
eference collection.

6.1.3 Age assessment

Human
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Age assessment for humans are based on epiphyseal* closure according to White & Folkens (2005).

Animal
Age assessment for domestic animals are based on epiphyseal* closure according to Silver (1969).

The epiphyseal* closure is graded with the proximal* value followed by the distal* value, listed as fol
lowed:

o = open
c = closing
f = fully closed
x = missing
? = undocumented
- = bone element not included in bone coding
< = older than
6.1.4 Bone coding
Bone coding is used to document the representation of a specific bone ele

ment

. The bone coding used in this bachelors thesis is a modified version of Le
piksaar (1988) by Matilda Fredriksson. Each bone element is divided into
10 parts in order to provide a higher detail of the specific fragmentation. T
he documented part of the bone element will be marked with black and pla
ced next to the digitally documented skeletal remains in this report (see 7.
1).

The bone is divided into 10 parts on a grid:
1-2 Proximal* epiphysis*
3-8 Corpus*
Figure 2 Bone coding grid. Femur* and
Tibia*. Dorsal view.

9-10 Distal* epiphysis*
6.1.5 MNI assessment

For this bachelor thesis the simple MNI (Minimal Number of Individuals) count based on Gautier (198
4) is used to estimate the minimum number of individuals documented on the site. This through sortin
g bone elements into species, estimated age and bone type, and then comparing the results to the amo
unt of singular or plural bone element representation for a singular individual.
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6.2 Literature review
In an attempt of answering the theoretical work questions of this thesis a thematic literature review has
been performed. This means that information have been retrieved and compiled (see 4.2-4.4) through
the use of the literature concerning:


The recovery, conservation and analysis results of skeletal remains in a marine context (During,
1994; Stirland, 2013; Kronanprojektet, 2013; Kjellström & Hamilton, 2014; Einarsson, 1990).



General recommendations for conservation of skeletal remains in a saltwater context
(Christensen, 1999; Pokines & Symes, 2013; Grant, 2002; Baxter, 2004; Stirland, 2013)



The taphonomical effects of marine sediment* and saltwater on skeletal remains (Hamilton,
1990; Jansson, 1978; Boddington, et al.,1987;During, 1994;Stirland, 2013; Alison, et al, 1991;
Kronanprojektet, 2013)
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7. RESULTS

7.1 What information is it possible to retrieve through performing an osteological analysis of the
digitally documented skeletal remains of the naval ship Mars?
Due to the limited amount of digitally documented skeletal remains from the ship Mars, only four
individual bone elements have been analysed. The represented bone elements are estimated to a femur*
from a pig (figure 3), a tibia* from a pig (figure 4), a hip joint from a pig (figure 5) and a femur* from
a human (figure 6).
Through analysing the epiphyseal* closure of the human femur* (see figure 6) according to White
& Folkens (2005) a minimum age of twenty-two years have been estimated. This since both ends of the
femur* have been interpreted as being fully closed. The bone element is estimated to be relatively intact
according to the modified version of Lepiksaars (1988) method and is estimated to be from the right
side of the body (see table 1). The distal* end of the femur* show probable signs of peri*- or
postmortem* trauma (see black arrow, fig.6).
Through analysis of the epiphyseal* closure of the pig tibia* (see figure 4) according to Silver (1969)
a minimum age of two years have been estimated. The estimation is based on fact that only the distal*
end of the tibia* has been documented and appear to be fully closed. Due to the documentation angle
only parts of the bone element has been documented, this limiting the amount of retrievable information
for an osteological analysis. The bone element is estimated to be from the right side of the body (see
table 1).
Through analysing the pig femur* (see figure 3) according to the modified version of Lepiksaars (1
988) method only part 3-8 of the bone element is represented. The distal* end of the femur* lay cover
ed under marine sediment* and the proximal* end of the femur* show probable signs of postmortem f
racture (see white arrow, fig.3). An age assessment has not been able to be performed, this due to the d
ocumentation angle and sediment* cover. The bone element is estimated to be from the right side of th
e body (see table 1). A blackish discolouration has been noted on the proximal* end of the corpus* (s
ee black arrow, fig.3). The discolouration has been interpreted as either an absorption of substances fr
om the marine sediment*, or as a result of close encounter with fire.
Through analysing the pig hip bone (figure 5) the bone element is estimated to be from the right si
de of the body (see table 1).
The minimum number of individuals (MNI) documented on the site so far is estimated to one huma
n and one pig. This estimation has been made on the singular bone element representation, as well as t
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he limited amount of information retrieved from each bone element (see table 1).
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Image 1: DSC_4879

Figure 3 Pig. Right femur with blackish discolouration and a
possible fracture. Photo: Thomaz Stachura
Femur illustration from a dorsal view.

Image 2: DSC_4879
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Image 3: DSC_4881

Figure 4 Pig. Right tibia. Fusioned. Photo: Thomaz Stachura.
Tibia illustration from a dorsal view.

Figure 5 Right hip joint. Photo: Thomaz Stachura
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Figure 6 Human. Right Femur*. Documented with ROV film camera.

Human skeleton illustration from Aftandilian, et al. (1994)
Femur* illustration from a dorsal view.

Table 1: Compilation of osteological results

Image number

Species

Bone element

Side

Bode code

Epiphyseal
closure
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Age

DSC_4879

Pig

Femur*

Right

3-8

x.x

-

DSC_4879

Pig

Tibia*

Right

?-9-10

x.f

2y<

DSC_4881

Pig

Coxae: hip joint

Right

-

-

-

Femur*

Right

1-10

f.f

22<

201407161332 Human
23578@DVR_
Ch1

The epiphyseal* fusion is graded with the proximal* value followed by the distal* value, listed as
followed:
o = open
c = closing
f = fully closed
x= missing
? = undocumented
- = bone element not included in bone coding
< = older than
7.2 How are skeletal remains affected by brackish/saltwater over time?
The general answer to this question is that skeletal remains placed in saltwater for a long period of time
will absorb soluble salt in the organic collagen (Grant, 2007; Pokines & Symes, 2013: 152). That
skeletal remains will start to crack and flake during the drying process due to the expansion of salt
crystals captured within the bone tissue. That the expansion of salt crystals is referred to as the
crystallisation process(Pokines & Symes, 2013:152; Grant, 2007; Brothwell, 1981:8) and that it can be
avoided through letting the skeletal remains undergo a desalting process (Hamilton, 1999). This is
however a very general answer and it is therefore most likely not applicable in every case. The affects
of skeletal remains placed in different salinity* levels are therefore not clear at this time since the
literature only discuss general effects of bones in saltwater. What happens with skeletal remains in
brackish water is neither discussed or mentioned. It may therefore be preferable to perform further
studies of skeletal remains placed in different salinity* levels and study their degeneration during the
drying process in order to fully answer this question.
7.3 How are skeletal remains affected by marine sediment?
The decomposition process of skeletal remains are slowed down when they are covered with marine s
ediment*. The marine sediment* do to a large extent consist of anaerobic* sediment* layers where aer
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obic* bacteria lack the free flowing oxygen needed in order to break down organic material. This mea
ns that the aerobic* bacteria are unable to extract energy from the bone tissue placed in the lower parts
of the marine sediment*. The decomposition process are therefore not completely haltered but to a lar
ge extent slowed down. This means that skeletal remains placed in marine sediment* will remain intac
t for a longer period of time than skeletal remains placed out in the open water (Jansson, 1978:45f). It i
s also important to note that the skeletal remains may absorb foreign substances from the marine sedim
ent* leading to a discolouration of the bone tissue (Allison, et al., 1991;Jansson, 1978:45f).
7.4 How should a possible retrieval and conservation of the skeletal remains preferably be carried
out in the case of an attempted recovery of the naval ship Mars?
A future retrieval of the skeletal remains of the naval ship Mars should preferably be based on the prol
iferation of bone on the site. The procedure of bone collection should therefore preferably be carried o
ut in either one or the two following ways.
1. If the proliferation of skeletal remains are in such a way that each bone element cannot be con
nected to specific individuals, the retrieval of the skeletal remains should be collected as mass
material and related to specific position through the use of a grid. The skeletal remains should
be placed in separate netting bags for each square in the grid and each bag should be marked w
ith the number of the square of which they were found.
2. If the proliferation of skeletal remains are in such a way that each bone element can be conne
cted to specific individuals, the retrieval of skeletal remains should be collected on an individu
al basis. Each individual should be collected in separate numbered netting bags connected to t
he position on the ship or sea bed through the use of a grid.
The conservation of the skeletal remains of the ship Mars should preferably be based on the exact salin
ity* levels of the site. It is however unclear how high the salinity* level need to be in order to negative
ly affect skeletal remains during the drying process.
However, if the salinity* levels at the site imply that a desalting process is needed in order to ensure
the future conditions of the skeletal remains it would be preferable to use Hamilton's (1999) regular
desalting process. This since both the regular desalting process and alcohol baths appear to produce a
similar results at different costs. Since the regular desalting process only require access to salt- and
freshwater it should be less expensive to perform than the alcohol baths since they require big amounts
of ethanol. The skeletal remains should therefore preferably be placed in six different tubs with a
decreasing salinity* level from a hundred percent of the original water to a hundred percent of
freshwater. The salinity* level should decrease with twenty-five percent per tub and the bone element
should remain in the tub for approximately one week per tub. The skeletal remains should then be placed
in a temperature-controlled room to air dry in order to ensure that all water has been removed from the
bone before being placed in storage.
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8. DISCUSSION

8.1 What information is it possible to retrieve through performing an osteological analysis of the
digitally documented skeletal remains of the naval ship Mars?
The analysis results presented in this thesis underline the possibility of performing an osteological ana
lysis on digitally documented skeletal remains. The analysis resulted in an age assessment, identificati
on of species, identification of bone element, bone element side, MNI assessment and a noted discolou
ration and possible trauma (see 7.1).
The age assessment of the analysed human remains indicate that the human was at least twenty-two
years old at the time of death. This estimation is based on the epiphyseal* closure of both the proximal
* and distal* end of the femur* (see 7.1). Since only one bone element has been used to estimate the a
ge of this individual it is however difficult to place the individual into a specific age group. What is on
the other hand clear is that this individual has passed puberty and entered adulthood. Unfortunately no
digital measurement of the femur* could be collected at this time and no stature estimation could there
fore be performed.
A possible trauma has been noted (see 7.1) on the distal end of the femur*, it is however unclear if
the trauma occurred during or after death. One possible explanation may be a possible sharp force tow
ards the outside of the right knee. The angle may imply that the force came from underneath. It is also
important to underline that what has been assessed as a sign of trauma actually may be an effect of tap
honomical changes, scavenging or a distortion of the lens during the documentation process.
The age assessment of the analysed pig remains indicates that the pig was at least two years old at t
he time of death. This estimation is based on epiphyseal* closure of the distal* end of the tibia*. Howe
ver, since only the distal* end was documented it is slightly problematic to estimate an exact minimum
age. As an unfused and fused proximal* end of the tibia* would place the individual in two different a
ge groups. An open epiphysis* would imply that the pig was between two and three and a half years ol
d whereas a fully closed epiphysis* would imply that the pig was three years or older at the time of de
ath.
The MNI estimation indicates that one pig and one human were documented at the site. The estima
tion is however not representative for the entire site since there are only three types of bone elements r
epresented at this time: one right human femur*, one right pig femur*, one right pig tibia* and one rig
ht pig hip bone. It is however important to underline that the three documented pig remains might not
be from the same individual despite the fact that they have been documented in the same location and
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are from the right side of the body. Historical sources describe that meat, pork and dried fish were loa
ded on board Mars before setting sail for to island of Gotland (Sjöblom, in prep:6). The historical docu
ments therefore indicate that pigs were loaded on board as provision and not as a livestock, and that th
ey were therefore butchered and put in containers where several different individuals were mixed. It is
however important to note that the three documented bone elements might belong to the same individu
al since the hipbone, femur* and tibia* are parts of the meatier* part of the body (During, 1986:64) an
d might therefore have been left intact during the butchering process. The femur* does on the other ha
nd appear to have gone through some kind of trauma since the femoral* head, neck and part of the pro
ximal* corpus* appear to be missing (see 7.1). It is however, hard do determine if this occurred during
the butchering process in order to separate the femur* from the pelvis, or if the trauma occurred when
the ship landed on the sea bed.
The blackish discolouration noted on the pig femur* (see 7.1) may be the result of either close cont
act with fire or absorption of substances in its immediate environment. Since the digitally documented
skeletal remains are limited to only four bone elements it is hard to draw any conclusions from just on
e documented discolouration. However, it is noteworthy to mention that the marine sediment* appear f
airly undisturbed on the other documented bone element partly covered by sediment*. This means that
it may show the same kind of discolouration if it is uncovered in the future. It does seem fairly reasona
ble that the pig femur* absorbed substances from its immediate environment since discolouration of sk
eletal remains in a marine context has been described in both the cases of the ships Vasa (During, 199
4:18-19), Kronan (Kjellström & Hamilton, 2014:37) and Mary Rose (Stirland, 2013:71), as well as in t
he examination of a whale carcass placed in the Sainta Catalina sea basin (Allison, et al., 1991:80). It i
s also stated by Christensson (1999) that skeletal remains have a tendency to absorb foreign substance
s from their immediate environment (Christensson, 1999:172).
However, it is also important to note that the pig femur* may be affected by fire previous to the ex
plosion. As historical documentation describe how meat, pork, and dried fish were loaded on board the
ship before setting sail to the island of Gotland (Sjöblom, in prep:6). This means that the femur* migh
t have been stripped of its meat and thrown in the cooking fire previous to the battle, or that an unfinis
hed meal or barrel of pork where burned by the spreading fire prior to the explosion.
Without further studies of the specific bone element and the undocumented remainder of the skeletal r
emains of the ship Mars, it is however problematic to determine if the blackish discolouration has occu
rred due to fire or absorption of substances in the marine sediment*.
Through comparing the analysis results from this thesis with the osteological documentation from t
he ships Kronan (Kronanprojektet, 2013; Kjellström & Hamilton, 2014), Vasa (During, 1994) and Ma
ry Rose (Stirland, 2013) it is clear that this osteological analysis lack information concerning stature, s
ex and pathologies. There are several underlying reasons as to why this information has not been retrie
vable at this time. One of the biggest limitations of the examined digital material is the amount of docu
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mented skeletal remains, since only four bone elements had enough osteological characters to be suita
ble for an osteological analysis. Hundreds of men went down with the Mars (Smirnov, 2009: 106) and
of these only one human bone has been documented and used in this thesis. It is therefore unreasonabl
e to expect that all aspects documented in the osteological documentation concerning the ships Vasa (
During, 1994), Kronan (Kronanprojektet, 2013; Kjellström & Hamilton, 2014; Einarsson, 1990) and M
ary Rose (Stirland, 2013) should also be represented in this osteological pre-study.
It is also important to note that information such as stature need to be calculated on actual measure
ments. This means that either a digital or physical measurement of the femur*, tibia*, humerus*, radiu
s* or ulna* needs to be performed in order to retrieve the GL (Greatest Length of each bone element)
in order to estimate the stature of an individual.
Unfortunately there has been no possibility to measure the bone elements at this time. It is on the ot
her hand important to note this since new methods of documentation will be used in the field study tak
ing place in the summer of 2015, which will allow the osteologist to measure each documented bone e
lement.
Since both humans and pigs have sexual dimorphism it should be possible to perform a sex assess
ment based on morphological characters of the cranium, jawbone and pelvis.

Unfortunatel

y no skeletal remains suitable for sexing were documented at this time.
8.2 How are skeletal remains affected by brackish/saltwater over time?
The questions concerning the effect of salt on skeletal remains may appear simple enough to answer in
only a couple of sentences. The answer is however a bit more complicated. This since the literature only
discuss the general effects of salt on skeletal remains. The literature states that skeletal remains in
saltwater absorb soluble salt in the organic collagen (Grant, 2007; Pokines & Symes, 2013: 152) and
that they will start to crack and flake during the drying process due to the expansion of salt crystals
absorbed within the bone tissue. The expansion of salt crystals is referred to as the crystallisation process
(Pokines & Symes, 2013:152; Grant, 2007; Brothwell, 1981:8) and can be avoided through letting the
skeletal remains undergo a desalting process (Hamilton, 1999). The literature do however only discuss
the effects of skeletal remains in saltwater. This without further mentioning the exact salinity* levels
needed in order to define the water as such. This means that the literature, as informative as it is, do
lack the information needed in order to answer the question concerning the effects of brackish water on
skeletal remains.
In the literature describing the retrieval of the skeletal remains of the Mary Rose, it is clearly stated
that the bones were immediately put in rinsing baths in order to avoid cracking and flaking of the bone
tissue (Stirland, 2013:67). It is important to note that the skeletal remains of the Mary Rose were
retrieved from the salty Solent (Stirland 2013:66-67) and that they were therefore exposed to higher
salinity* levels than the skeletal remains of the ships Vasa (Stirland, 2013:67) and Kronan (Kjellström
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& Hamilton, 2014:37) retrieved from the brackish water of the Baltic Sea. Both Swedish ships appear
to lack documentation describing any decision process concerning however a desalting process should
be performed or not. This documentation would have been of interest since no desalting process has
been documented in the osteological reports and summaries. The lack of information concerning the
conservation and desalting process of the skeletal remains may imply one of several of the following
aspects. One rather likely scenario is that the osteologists decided that the skeletal remains would remain
intact without undergoing a desalting process, due to the low salinity* levels of the Baltic Sea. Meaning
that the injuries afflicted to the bone through the crystallisation process may be of such a small
magnitude that no physical changes would be visible to the naked eye. Another scenario is that the
osteologists decided that the financial costs of performing a desalting process would exceed the
scientific value of the skeletal remains. The third and rather unlikely scenario is that a desalting process
was performed without being mentioned in the official reports. Another, rather likely, scenario is that
no desalting process was performed because the taphonomical effects of salt were not known at the time
of recovery. This is rather possible since the recovery of the skeletal remains of Vasa began in the sixties
(During, 1994:23) and Kronan in the eighties (Kronanprojektet, 2013:1).
It is possible that the low salinity* levels of the Baltic Sea rendered a desalting process completely
unnecessary. However, since there is no documentation clearly stating that they actively decided not to
perform a desalting process, it is rather difficult to determine if this question was even raised.
Since no documentation regarding the decision process concerning the desalting process can be
connected to either of the two ships, no further light can be shed on how skeletal remains are affected
in brackish water. This therefore imply that the general effects of saltwater can be described but that the
effects of brackish water on skeletal remains will remain unanswered at this time.
It may therefore be preferable to, in the future, aim to assemble some sort of grading system over
the different salinity* levels and their affect on skeletal remains in order to create a general
recommendation for when a desalting process should be performed.
8.3 How are skeletal remains affected by marine sediment?
Skeletal remains are positively affected by marine sediment* since the sediment* consist at least one a
naerobic* layer without free oxygen (see 4.4). Since oxygen is one of the key components needed in o
rder for aerobic* bacteria to extract energy from organic material, and thereby break them down, it me
ans that the decomposition process is slowed down.
It is stated in the reports from the ships Kronan (Kjellström & Hamilton, 2014:37, Einarsson, 1990:4
5), Vasa (During, 1994: 17) and Mary Rose (Stirland, 2013: 71) that the skeletal remains collected at t
he sites where positively affected by low levels of free oxygen. It is however only stated in the literatu
re concerning the Mary Rose that this was due to silt*.
Marine sediment* in the Baltic Sea is described by Jansson (1978) to have a positive preservation e
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ffect on organic material in the anaerobic* layers of the marine sediment* (Jansson, 1978:45). It is als
o described in a study of a whale carcass in the bathyal of the Sainta Catalina sea basin that skeletal re
mains placed under the marine sediment* are better preserved than parts of bone or bone elements pla
ced outside of the marine sediment* (Allison, et al., 1991). It is also stated that staining of the skeletal
remains may occur due to the absorption of substances such as sulphur in the marine sediment* (Allis
on, et al., 1991).
The effect of marine sediment* on skeletal remains are therefore estimated to be generally positive
even if there is a risk of staining from absorption of sulphur etc. this since the risk of discolouration an
d absorption of foreign substances is always present regardless if the bones are placed in soil or water.
It is also important to underline that the marine sediment* will only slow down the disintegration proc
ess and not stop it completely, and that the cover of marine sediment* therefore is no guarantee for per
fect conservation conditions. It may however be preferable to leave the marine sediment* undisturbed
unless a clear purpose of uncovering the skeletal remains exists. This since the marine sediment* work
as a shield against free flowing oxygen, allowing the skeletal remains to remain intact for a longer peri
od of time.

8.4 How should a possible retrieval and conservation of the skeletal remains preferably be carried
out in the case of an attempted recovery of the naval ship Mars?
The retrieval methods of the skeletal remains of the ships Kronan, Vasa and Mary Rose was performe
d in two different ways. The ship Vasa capsized and sank due to flooding of the hull (During, 1994: 10
-15, leaving the ship fairly intact on the bottom of the sea. Because the ship was found intact it means t
hat the whole ship could be lifted out of the water with most of the skeletal remains still in the ship (D
uring, 1994:18). This allowed the archaeologist to excavate the ship as an archaeological site where ea
ch bone element could be retrieved in a fairly dry environment and numbered according to their distan
ce to the nearest deck beam (During, 1994:23). The Mary Rose met a similar end to Vasa but had due t
o the sweeping tides of the Solent been broken down (Stirland, 1994:66-67) and to a large extent cove
red with silt* (Stirland, 1994:71). This means that the Mary Rose could not be retrieved in the same w
ay as the ship Vasa and that the skeletal remains therefore needed to be recovered through a different p
rocedure. The skeletal remains of the Mary Rose were therefore retrieved by divers who collected the s
keletal remains in netting bags as mass material. This since the skeletal remains had been swept back a
nd forth within the hull, making it problematic to decide at the site which bone element belonged to ea
ch individual. The skeletal remains where therefore collected and numbered by section and sorted by b
one element before being brought to the surface (Stirland, 1994:67). The Kronan on the other hand san
k due to an explosion splitting the ship in two (Kronanprojektet, 2013:1) This means that the Kronan c
ould not be retrieved in the same manner as the ship Vasa, but due to the limited tidal changes of the B
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altic Sea the remainder of the ship on the sea bed remained fairly intact. The skeletal remains of Kron
an was therefore retrieved by divers who collected the skeletal remains in netting bags on an individua
l basis (Kronan projektet, 2013:25). This meaning that the distribution of the skeletal remains where in
such a way that most bone elements could easily be connected to specific individuals, allowing the div
ers to collect most skeletal remains on this basis and connecting them to a specific find number at the s
urface. In the case where two individuals were hard to distinguish from one another they were both col
lected in the same bag in order to keep the context as clear as possible (Kronan projektet, 2013:25).
Based on the recovery methods used for the skeletal remains of the ships Kronan, Vasa and Mary R
ose it is quite clear that the way of recovery is foremost based on the condition of the ship. Since the s
hip Mars just like the ships Kronan and Mary Rose is in a fractured state it is therefore likely that the m
ost suitable retrieval method for the skeletal remains of the Mars is one similar to theirs.
The recovery process should preferably be based on the distribution pattern of the skeletal remains.
In the case where the skeletal remains cannot be connected to a specific individual the bones should be
collected as mass material and connected to a specific position through the use of a grid. The skeletal r
emains should preferably be placed in netting bags marked with the number of the square they were co
llected. If the skeletal remains on the other hand can be connected to specific individuals on the site it
would be preferable to collect them on an individual basis. Each individual should in this case be colle
cted in separate numbered netting bags connected to the position on the ship or sea bed where they we
re located before recovery.
The ships Vasa (During, 1994:10; Stirland, 1994:67) and Kronan (Kronanprojektet, 2013:1) were b
oth located in the brackish water of the Baltic Sea whereas the Mary Rose were placed in the salty Sol
ent (Stirland, 1994: 66-67). No desalting process has been listed in the literature used in this thesis con
cerning Vasa and Kronan. The reasons for this are not clearly stated. The most likely reason for this is
that no desalting process has been performed due to the low salinity* levels of the Baltic Sea, but sinc
e the effects of saltwater on skeletal remains is not something that generally discussed it may imply th
at the question never even arose (see 7.1.1).
Since the retrieval of the skeletal remains of Vasa and Kronan started in the sixties (During, 1994:
23) and eighties (Kronanprojektet, 2013:1) it is important to note that the methodology for retrieval of
skeletal remains in a marine context may have been slightly altered. This means that the retrieval and c
onservation methods used on the Mary Rose may, even though she was placed in the salty Solent, be m
ore suitable as an example of how to treat skeletal remains from a marine context. This even though th
e salinity* levels of the Solent is higher than the salinity* level of the Baltic Sea. It is however probabl
y preferable to measure the exact salinity* levels of the immediate environment of the naval ship Mars
in order to determine if and how a desalting process should be performed in the case of an attempted r
ecovery of the skeletal remains.
However, if a desalting process should be performed it would be most preferable to use the regular
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desalting process described by Hamilton's (1999) in Methods for conserving Archaeological material f
rom underwater sites. The regular desalting process is performed on structurally sound bone and uses f
reshwater in order to slowly extract the salt from the bone tissue. The bones are placed in rinsing baths
for approximately seven days per tub before being moved to a new tub with a lower salinity* level unt
il the bone has been completely desalted. The bones are then placed in a temperature-controlled enviro
nment to air dry in order to ensure that the bones are completely dry before being placed in storage. Th
is method is preferable to the other two listed methods by Hamilton (1999) due its careful and non-des
tructive ways, as well as from an economical point of view. One should aim to avoid using the consoli
dation and rinsing process as much as possible since it uses acroyloid B-72 to strengthen the bone tissu
e before undergoing the regular desalting process. The acroyloid B-72 unfortunately destroy any chanc
e of performing any scientific methods like DNA and isotopic analysis in the future. The method is rec
ommended by Hamilton for structurally unsound bone, and should preferably only be used in those ca
ses where the skeletal remains are so sensitive that the bones are too fragile to undergo a regular desalt
ing process. The alcohol baths are performed in a similar way as the regular desalting process besides f
rom using ethanol instead of freshwater as an extractor during the desalting process. Even the alcohol
baths seem to result in the same result as the regular desalting process, it is however important to note
that the regular desalting process only require a mixture of saltwater and freshwater whereas the alcoh
ol baths require both saltwater and ethanol (Hamilton, 1999). This means that the regular desalting pro
cess is likely to be less expensive to perform than the alcohol baths, and that this process therefore sho
uld be preferable since the both methods produce similar results.
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9. CONLUSIONS
The conclusion one may draw from the osteological results presented in this bachelor thesis is that it is
possible to perform an osteological analysis on digitally documented skeletal remains. Through
examination of the bones it has been possible to assess both species, age, bone element, side, possible
trauma and a discolouration. Neither sex or stature has been estimated at this time. In order to be able
to estimate the stature the osteologist need to be able to measure the bones, alternative methods are
therefore needed in order to estimate stature based on digital documentation. It should be possible to
perform a sex assessment based on digital when a bone with sexual dimorphism is documented. This
means that it is possible to document and analyse the skeletal remains from the naval ship Mars through
the use of digital methods.
The general effect of saltwater on skeletal remains is described to be negative since the bone absorb
soluble salts in the organic collagen. The salt crystals expand during the drying process, leading to
cracking and flaking of the bone tissue. It is however unclear at what salinity* levels the bone absorbs
an amount of salt that will result in this process. It is therefore not possible to describe the exact
taphonomical effects of bones placed in brackish water.
Marine sediment* do however appear to have a generally positive effect on skeletal remains in a
marine context, this since the low levels of free oxygen in the marine sediment* slows down the
degeneration process. There is however of staining of the skeletal remains because they may absorb
foreign substances from the sediment*. A discolouration of the bones is however a small price to pay
for increased preservation conditions. It may therefore be advisable to leave the skeletal remains
untouched under the marine sediment* unless a clearly stated reason for uncovering them exists.
A hypothetical recovery of the skeletal remains from the naval ship Mars should preferably be
carried out by divers, placing the skeletal remains in numbered nettings bags. In those cases where the
remains can be connected to specific individuals they should be collected on an individual basis and in
those cases where this is not possible the remains should be collected as mass material. It is also
important that the position of the bones are registered before retrieval. This in order to analys the
distribution pattern in the future. The exact salinity* levels should be measured at the site before it is
determined if a desalting process should be performed or not. If it is decided that a desalting process
should be performed, it should preferably be based on Hamilton's regular desalting process for
structurally sound bones.
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10. SUMMARY

This bachelor thesis represents a pre-study in a research project called Skeppet Mars (1564) and aim to
lay the ground for the osteological documentation process taking place during the planned field study
in the summer of 2015 where the author has been invited to participate. The project is a cooperation
between MARIS at Södertörns University, researchers at Försvarshögskolan, South Hampton
University, Uppsala University Campus Gotland,

Maritima museet and the companies Ocean

Discovery, Deep sea production and Maritim mätteknik AB, and is funded by Östersjöstiftelsen and
National Geographic.
The pre-study focus on what information it is possible to collect through the analysis of digitally
documented skeletal remains and the effects of marine sediment* and brackish/salt water on skeletal
remains. As well as how a preferable retrieval and conservation of the skeletal remains should preferably
be performed in the case of a future recovery. A small osteological analysis has been performed on the
skeletal remains documented by ROV and handheld cameras and has resulted in information concerning
species, bone element, bone element side, age, a discolouration and possible trauma. Identification of
species, bone element and side has been estimated through comparisons with the reference collection
at Uppsala University Campus Gotland.
A thematic literature review has been performed and compiled into a reference material used in the
discussion in an attempt of answering the theoretical work questions. The result of the discussion
concerning the marine sediment* imply that the decomposition process of skeletal remains is slowed
down by the presence of marine sediment* and that the effects are therefore generally positive. The
theoretical discussion concerning the effect of saltwater on skeletal remains imply that skeletal remains
are negatively affected. The skeletal remains have a tendency to absorb soluble salt in the organic
collagen which will lead to cracking and flaking when the bone is placed in a dry environment. The
result of the discussion concerning the different retrieval methods recommended for the naval ship Mars
imply that the skeletal remains should be collected in numbered netting bags by divers. Skeletal remains
should be collected on an individual basis when possible, and in other cases as mass-material. The result
of the discussion concerning the recommended conservation methods for the skeletal remains of the
naval ship Mars imply that a measurement of the exact salinity* level should be performed before
deciding if a the skeletal remains should go through a desalting process. Hamilton's regular desalting
method should preferably be used as a base for a hypothetical conservation of the skeletal remains.
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11. FUTURE RESEARCH

Since the skeletal remains of the naval ship Mars will most likely be the most represented find type it i
s important to work with the project group and their questions in order to create a complete image of t
he naval ship Mars. The following aspects are therefore foremost suggestions for the future focus of fu
rther documentation and analysis may be performed.
The results presented in this thesis shows that it is possible to perform an osteological analysis of d
igitally documented skeletal remains. It would therefore be of interest to continue the osteological anal
ysis of the skeletal remains of the naval ship Mars in the future through the use of digital documentatio
n. Since some of the original work questions previously intended to work as a base for this bachelor th
esis could not be used at this time, it would be of interest for both the author and the project Skeppet M
ars (1564) to use these as a base for the authors future master thesis (see listed below). This in order to
shed light on the lives of the men who went down with the naval ship Mars and the events that led to t
heir undoing.


How many minimum number of individuals (MNI) it is possible to determine on the site?



Which bone elements are present on the site?



How is the proliferation of bones?



Are there any clear evidence on the skeletal remains that is has been subjected to pressure fro
m the explosion?



How is the representation of trauma on the skeletal remains, and can any of these injuries be c
onnected to the explosion of the ship?

New documentation methods will be used during the field study in the summer of 2015 where images
will be used in order to create a three dimensional documentation of the site. This will allow the osteol
ogist to both rotate and measure bone elements, and thereby perform a more thorough examination of t
he skeletal remains. The issue of not being able to document the whole bone element will however stil
l remain, unless marine sediment* is temporarily removed during the documentation process.
With the new documentation methods information such as stature, trauma and sex will be easier to
assess through analysis of the digitally documented skeletal remains. The results from the digital analy
sis should preferably be compared with the results from previously analysed skeletal remains from a m
arine context, such as Kronan, Vasa and Mary Rose. It would also be of interest to highlight any prese
nce of females on the ship and the role they might have played on board..
The image material used in this thesis has not been positioned on a geographical grid, this will how
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ever be performed during the documentation process during the summer of 2015. A positioning of the
skeletal remains will allow the osteologist to create distribution patterns of both singular bone element
s and individuals on the site. Through analysing the proliferation of bones and connecting the different
species, trauma etc. to specific positions it may be possible to recreate parts of the battle or connect dif
ferent parts of the ship to specific purposes and social groups onboard the ship.
Other aspects relevant to discuss in the future is the ethics of documenting, analysing and perhaps e
ven displaying human remains in a museum in physical or digital form.
It is also important to describe both the drowning process, the decomposition of bodies, body buoy
ancy due to produce of intestinal gases, and perhaps other taphonomical changes that occur on skeletal
remains in a marine context. This in order to shed light on why the skeletal remains appear in a certain
way, and why some individuals may not be located on the site even though they went down with the s
hip.
It may also be of interest to discuss the possible pros and cons considering the retrieval of skeletal r
emains based on different preservation methods and osteological analysis results.
If the skeletal remains are recovered in the future it will be possible to perform scientific methods s
uch as DNA- and isotopic analysis to shed further light on the lives of the men that went down with th
e ship.
Since the question concerning the effects of skeletal remains in brackish water could not be answer
ed at this time it may also be of interest to perform further studies of how different salinity* levels affe
ct bone tissue. Through performing further studies of bones placed in different salinity* levels for a lo
ng period of time before leaving them to dry it may be possible to form general recommendations for
when skeletal remains from a marine context are in need of conservation.
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APPENDIX
Wordlist
Aerobic: "Relating to, involving, or requiring free oxygen"
(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/aerobic) 2015-04-01
Anaerobic: "Relating to or requiring an absence of free oxygen"

(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/anaerobic) 2015-04-01
Boar: "An uncastrated domestic male pig"
(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/boar) 2015-05-10
Cancellous: "Denoting bone tissue with a mesh-like structure containing many pores, typical of the
interior of mature bones."
(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/ definition/english/cancellous) 2015-04-01
Corpus: "The main body or mass of a structure"
(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/corpus) 2015-05-09
Distal: "Situated away from the centre of the body or from the point of attachment"
(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/distal) 2015-05-08
Epiphyseal / Epiphysis: "The end part of a long bone, initially growing separately from the shaft"
(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/epiphysis) 2015-05-08
Famine: "Extreme scarcity of food"
(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/famine) 2015-05-08
Femur/Femoral: "The bone of the thigh or upper hindlimb, articulating at the hip and the knee"
(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/femur) 2015-05-08
Humerus: "The bone of the upper arm or forelimb, forming joints at the shoulder and the elbow"
(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/humerus) 2015-05-08

Marine sediment: "Marine sediment, any deposit of insoluble material, primarily rock and soil
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particles, transported from land areas to the ocean by wind, ice, and rivers, as well as the remains of
marine organisms, products of submarine volcanism, chemical precipitates from seawater, and
materials from outer space (e.g., meteorites) that accumulate on the seafloor."
(http://global.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/365317/marine-sediment) 2015-05-04
Meaty/Meatier: "containing a lot of meat"
(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/learner/meaty) 2015-05-09
Osteoarthritis: "Degeneration of joint cartilage and the underlying bone, most common from middle
age onward. It causes pain and stiffness, especially in the hip, knee, and thumb joints"
(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/osteoarthritis) 2015-05-18
Peri-mortem: "at or near the time of death; in perimortem injuries, bone damage occurring at or near
the time of death, without any evidence of healing."
(http://anthropology.si.edu/writteninbone/comic/activity/pdf/Perimortem.pdf) 2015-05-08
Porewater: "Water contained in pores in soil or rock."
(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/porewater?q=pore+water) 2015-04-01
Post-mortem: "after death; in postmortem injuries, bone damage occurring at or near the time of
death, without any evidence of healing"
(http://anthropology.si.edu/writteninbone/comic/activity/pdf/Perimortem.pdf) 2015-05-08
Proximal: "Situated nearer to the centre of the body or the point of attachment"
(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/proximal) 2015-05-08
Radius: "The thicker and shorter of the two bones in the human forearm." "The bone in
a vertebrate’s foreleg or a bird’s wing that corresponds to the radius in a human being"
(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/radius) 2015-05-08
Rickets: "A disease of children caused by vitamin D deficiency, characterized
by imperfect calcification, softening, and distortion of the bones typically resulting in bow legs" 201505-18
Salinity: "A solution of salt in water"
(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/saline?q=salinity#saline__10) 2015-05-08
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Scurvy: "A disease caused by a deficiency of vitamin C, characterized by swollen bleeding gums and
the opening of previously healed wounds, which particularly affected poorly nourished sailors until
the end of the 18th century" 2015-08-18
Sediment: "Matter that settles to the bottom of a liquid."
(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/sediment) 2015-04-01
Silt: "Fine sand, clay, or other material carried by running water and deposited as a sediment,
especially in a channel or harbour."
(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/silt) 2015-04-01
Scapula: "Technical term for shoulder blade"
(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/scapula) 2015-05-18
Tibia: "The inner and typically larger of the two bones between the knee and the ankle (or
the equivalent joints in other terrestrial vertebrates), parallel with the fibula"
(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/tibia) 2015-05-08
Ulna: "The thinner and longer of the two bones in the human forearm, on the side opposite to the
thumb" "The bone in a quadruped’s foreleg or a bird’s wing that corresponds to the ulna in a human
being"
(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/ulna) 2015-05-08
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BILAGA 3. Metod för 3D-dokumetation/fotografering, Richard Lundgren, Ocean
Discovery.

The Mars expedition: Non-destructive archeology - Proof of concept.

Introduction
Archaeological research involves the discovery and recovery of objects and
artifacts, and the study of their locations and context. Ocean Discovery
together with MARIS develops methods allowing rigorous scientific studies of
objects and locations in a non-destructive and non-invasive manner.

Problem description
During an archeological project, precise survey and documentation of objects
and artifacts is of fundamental importance for the study and understanding of
context. This is implemented today with lasers and advanced measuring
instruments on land. Marine archaeological studies underwater today rely
mostly on tapes and drawings. To be able to study an entire site in detail, its
artifacts, objects and context and be able to convey the data digitally for
secondary opinion prior to further action would be a important step forward
with regard to quality assurance and efficiency.
During land archeology, objects and artifacts are usually covered and protected
by layers of earth. The object is normally dug out, careful documented and
surveyed before lifted from its original site. This leaves the site damaged in an
irreversible manner. The object is removed from its original setting and the
context is broken and lost.
During marine archaeological surveys, objects are often found exposed,
enabling studies without sediment removal. The underwater environment often
limits these studies, nor just scientific divers in particular but also remotely
operated vehicles (ROV’s). Divers are limited by exposure time, amount of gas,
cold and visibility while robots are hampered by weather conditions, operational
cost and time. When objects are uncovered or brought to the surface, the site
and context is again destroyed and lost forever.
All salvage of artifacts and objects involves additional challenges. The place and
the object can easily be damaged during the operation. The recovery operation
and subsequent preservation are expensive. The actual cost of salvage and
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preservation for a medium sized cannon from the Mars wreck site is estimated
to exceed 2 million SEK.

Method development
Ocean Discovery and MARIS has developed methods that will result in:
 Capacity to survey and distribute information on locations and
objects, early in the process and with exceptional accuracy, so analysis
can be made before further interventions occur.
 Ability for scientists to study places and objects without the stress or
the influence of external factors.
 Reproduction of objects in high detail, without having the subject
raised or salvaged, thereby avoiding irreversible damage of the
location, object and context.
 The study of the objects without the requirement of conservation
concerns.
 Objects that can be conveyed without the need for conservation.
 Significant cost savings for research, as recovery operations and
conservation costs can be avoided entirely.
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Method description
The method incorporates the following three steps:
1. Data collection.
2. Data processing.
3. Distribution.

Data collection
Four principal means of collecting data are utilized:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Manual survey.
Acoustic survey.
Laser survey.
Photogrammetry.

These methods can be combined to achieve even greater accuracy and quality
assurance.
Manual survey
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During manual surveys, locations and objects are surveyed manually using
measuring sticks and measuring bands. This method provides accurate
measurements and surveys. However, the method is time consuming and
expertise is needed to ensure
quality and accuracy. Inaccurate measurements yield a corrupt survey.
The quality and accuracy of object and site illustrations depend heavily on the
skill and technique of the artist. It is hard to rival the work of a true artist but
mediocre performance is on the other hand often less useful.
Manual survey data needs to be converted to digital form in order to be
distributed efficiently.
Acoustic survey
During acoustic surveys locations and
objects are surveyed using acoustic
instruments or sonar system. Sound
waves are transmitted through the
water and when they hit an object, the
sound waves are reflected back to the
transducer. The time it takes the sound
Figure 10: One of the many and unique cannon carriages carefully measured and
waves to return enables an image based
documented. Artist: Jon Adams, Ph.D.
on a point cloud to be generated. The
, University of Southampton
amount of and frequency of sound
waves determine the image resolution and density of the point cloud. Generally
the higher frequency and number of sound waves the better the resolution gets.
However, the effective range of high frequency sonar systems is limited in some
cases down to less than 30 feet. A correctly performed sonar survey gives
centimeter accuracy and is not limited by water clarity. The post processing
needed of the surveyed data can be substantial and time consuming before a
finished illustrated report can be distributed.
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Laser survey
During laser surveys, locations and objects are surveyed using laser instruments.
Laser beams are transmitted through the water and when they hit an object, the
laser beams are reflected back to the transducer. The
time it takes the sound waves to return enables an
image based on a point cloud to be generated. The
amount of and frequency of laser beams determine
the image resolution and density of the point cloud.
The laser systems effective range is not practically
limited on land, assuming a clear field of view, but
underwater the levels of particles in the water limits
the range dramatically. During conditions where the water is turbid with lots of
particles, laser surveys are not practical. Even if the laser system is calibrated to
the water properties, the operative is commonly less than 50 feet.
The survey speed is one of the more compelling arguments for laser surveys.
Lasers are much faster compared to any other form of surveying techniques and
under ideal conditions also more accurate.
The post processing needed of the surveyed data can be substantial and time
consuming before a finished illustrated report can be distributed.
Photogrammetry
During photogrammetry surveys, locations and objects are surveyed using highresolution digital still cameras. Photogrammetry is the science of making
measurements from photographs. The output of photogrammetry is typically,
map, drawing, measurement, or a 3-D model of some real-world object or scene.
Photogrammetry can be classified a number of ways but one standard method
is to split the field based on camera location during photography. On this basis
we have area photogrammetry and object photogrammetry.
 Area photogrammetry. In area photogrammetry the camera is usually
pointed vertically towards the seabed or wreckage. Multiple
overlapping photos of the seabed or wreckage are taken as the divers
swims along a planned path. Remotely operated vehicles (ROV) can
be utilized as well. An entire wreck site or debris field can be surveyed
using this method.


Object photogrammetry. In object photogrammetry the camera is
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close to the subject and is typically hand-held but can be on an ROV
as well. Usually this type of photogrammetry is non-topographic - that
is, the output is not topographic products like terrain models or
topographic maps, but instead drawings, 3-D models, measurements
and point clouds.
High-resolution cameras with distortion-free lenses are used to model and
measure archaeological artifacts, objects and entire wreck sites.
The most compelling advantage of photogrammetry is that the surveyed site,
object or artifact retains its photorealistic textures. The finished model looks like
the real thing! If performed correctly the measurements are accurate to the
millimeter. However compelling photogrammetry is as a survey method, its
success relies on favorable conditions and good water visibility.
As with other methods, the post-processing required before a finished
illustrated report of the survey data can be distributed is substantial and time
consuming.

Data processing
When survey data is collected digitally, different software programs are used to
create maps and models. This following chapter describes how photogrammetry
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survey data of a 16th century bronze cannon collected during the Mars the
Magnificent 2014 expedition is processed.
1. The photographs taken of the subject are
imported to the software (Agisoft Photo Scan).
In this case 74 individual overlapping photos,
each with 36 megapixel resolution taken
during a previous dive. The software aligns the
photos and determines the unique camera
angles.
2. The software processes the imported photographs, converting them
to a point cloud.
3. Now the subject, in this case a 16th century cannon, can be
distinguished in the dense point cloud. All of the points, tens of
thousands of them, must now be linked and converted into a mesh.
4. The dense point cloud and mesh have now been linked together into
a coherent model. The model can now be cleaned from erroneous
points and holes can be filled.
5. The time has come to generate and apply a
photorealistic texture to the model. This step
completes the process and a photorealistic 3D model of a 16th cent ury cannon with
millimeter accuracy has been created.

Distribution
3-D printing is today more than just prototype creation. The advantages and
possibilities with today’s systems are overwhelming. Today photorealistic scale
models of archeological artifacts can be recreated completing the vision of nondestructive archeology. Today, after the discovery of a specific subject, we can
conduct a photogrammetry survey that can be processed into a 3-D model and
then recreated at the surface using a 3-D printer.
The possibilities and advantages are numerous. No longer do we need to recover
objects and spend considerable amount of money and time on conservation and
the associated bureaucracy. No longer do we have to travel far to be able to
examine the artifact. No longer do we need to schedule or apply for access to
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the artifact. With a simple email artifacts can be shared and distributed around
the world to scholars, students and scientist who can at their own leisure
recreate the artifact at their facility. This vital step completes Ocean Discovery’s
vision of what non-destructive or non-intrusive archeology really means and the
vast potentials that come with it.
3-D printers use a variety of different types of additive manufacturing
technologies, but they all share one core thing in common: they create a three
dimensional object by building it layer by successive layer, until the entire object
is complete. It’s much like printing in two dimensions on a sheet of paper, but
with an added third dimension: “Up,” or “Z-axis.” Each of these printed layers is
a thinly sliced, horizontal cross-section of the eventual object. There are also
various types of additive manufacturing. These range from FDM printing, where
a material is melted and extruded in layers, one upon the other, to SLS printing,
where a bed of powder material such as nylon or titanium is “sintered”
(hardened) layer upon thin layer within it until a model is pulled out of it.
This process begins with a digital file of generated through photogrammetry.
The model is then sent to the 3-D printer. Along the way, software slices the
design into thousands of horizontal layers, which are printed one atop the other
until the 3-D object is constructed.

Results
During the Mars expedition in 2013, data was collected on one of the many 16th
century bronze cannons using photogrammetry survey methods. The data was
processed into a photorealistic scale model. On December 23rd the first photo
realistic scale model of an object, the cannon, was successfully 3-D printed. The
3-D printed cannon, the first of its kind, serves as proof of concept. During the
Mars 2014 expedition most of the wreck site was surveyed using the
photogrammetry survey method. The survey data is still being processed: Expect
to be amazed!
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